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Holland City News.
VOL. X.-N0.29. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1881 WHOLE N0.49ti.
Ihe Sollantl Citjj gems,
a wbbklyTewspapee,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
mm cur, mm.




%1.60 per year tf paid in advance; %l,75 if
paid at three montha, and $2.00 tf
paid at six month*.
OB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND N1ATLT DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
On nquareof ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 conta
iln t insertion, and 25 centa for each anbae
qaent aaertlon for suy period under three







5 001 8 00
8 00 1 10 00
10 00 I 17 00
17 00 | 25 00
25 00 40 00
40 00 65 00
DARKS, W. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
1 corner of River and I'lghth atreeta.
Barbin.
r\E OROOT, L. barber. HalrcuttlnR, ahaving,
IJ ahampoonlng, halr-dyelnR. etc., doneatrea
aonable rates. Barbershop next door to the City
Hotel. _ _ _ H-D
CobbIiiIob Kareluat.
...... . ...... Commlaalon Merchant, and
dealer In Grain. Flour and Produce. High*
aid for wheat. Office In Brick
DBAOH, w. h.
D In <Ji
eat market Drlce pi .... .... ... .










"Yeariy- advertlaera^haVe the privilege of three
* Buldneea Carda In City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum. . ̂  v ,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
dehed whitout charge for aubscrlbei s.
An X before the Subscriber's name will ^note
expiration of iheSubscrlpilou. Two XX slg-
tbat no paper will be continued after date,
py- All advertising billa colleciable quarterly.
this PAPEar*rrrSo'.e“S
YORK.
r>EK, U. M., Dental S .rgoon; residence and
IJf office No. 42 Ninth street, next door to ihe
First Reformed ohnrch. __
Drags aad Ktdlolsu.
f \OKSBURO, J. O., Deulerln Drugs and Mcdl.
L/ clnes, Paints and Olla, Brushes. &c. Phy.
alclan aprescrlptlonscarefully put up: Eighth at.
\f EKNG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med-
ill Iclues, Fancy Goous, Toilet Articles and Per-
rnm»rlt»a. River street. _ __ _
f 7 AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs, Medl-
V clnes. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Berg s Family Medicines ; Eighth St.
117ALSH HEBEK, Druggist A Pharmacist; a
V v full stoc'- of goods appertaining to the bus-
iucss.
Drn Makars.
TJERRY. C. A.. Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,A would respec. fully announce to the citizens
that she has op.'ucd Dress .taking and Hair Dress-
Ini' rooms, in the building, one door west of Grlf
tin’s Drug Store. Wushiuglo.i street, Grand Haven.
Also teaches in Wax. t» tinted. Lace, and other
fancy work. _ 81-ly
Rail Roads.
Chicago A West Michigan R. R.
Taking Effect, Sunday, June 12, 188i;
funlturi.
\f EYEK, 11. * CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur-
ivl nlture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
Oaairal Dialin.
ITAN PUTTEN O,, General Dealers. In Dry
V Goods, Groceries, Crockery , ilatu and Caps,
Flour. Provisions, etc.; River »t.
Botlh.
Produce, Etc-
Apples, y bushel ................ L . „
Beans, $1 bushel ............. 1 tl
Butter, y lb . ................
Clover st-ed, y © .................
Hay, y ton ..................
Onions, y bushels ............... W
Potatoes, y bushel ................ „ „ ®
Timothy Seed, y bushel .......... 2 M) ®
Crain, Feed, Etc.
Wheat, white y bushel ............ 1 17 fib 1 W
Corn, shel ed y bushel ........ @ ^










Of the Board of Education of tho Public
School! of the Gitj of Holland, of tho
Receipts and Expenditure! for tho
Sonool Year ending tho flnt Monday in
September, A. D. 1881.
receipts.
Buckwheat, W bushel.
Bran. A 10O fts ............
Feed, y ton ............
y 100 ft ...........
Bariev, y 100 ft ..........
Middling, y 100 ft ......
Flour, y brl ........
Pearl Barley, y 100 ft .....
Rye y bn»n ............
Corn Meal y 100 fts ......












Bilsnce on hand 6ept. 1880 ............. $ 210 71
Cash for bonds .......................... 1'OtOi
Loan by Wakker, Nov. 8. 18W- ......... t JM 00
Taxes for Salaries of Teachers ........ 3,4'.5 00
Janitors .......... 32 00
“ Sccreta-y ........ r C3
•* Censn- ........... 15 0
Incldettlalexpu <iea ............ 124 37
Insurance .................... 0 00
Fuel ....... If)
Interest on bonds ............. T.’l ' i
1881, Feb. 7, Tuliion fee... ............. 3 0
•• March 2, *• ......... ••• ••• •• 3 00“ •• 18, Unpaid onlrr Baltle Creek 87 5
** April 21. D.«g Tax ................. r* i»3
•• May 10, Prlmarv money ........... 965 £6


































pm. p. m. a. m.
....Holland ..... 3 25 9 40 5 15
Eaat Saugatuck 3 05 .... 5 00
....Richmond... 2 55 9 *0 4 45
..Gd. Junction.. 2 15 8 45 8 55
2 00 8 80 -3:35
I
1
12 50 7 32 2 10
...St. Joseph... 12 40 7 25 2 00
..New Buffalo..11 40 6 30 11 55
....Chicago. .... 9 00 3 40 0 10
a.m. p. m. p. m.
/"1ITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro-
\J prieton. The only flrst-ciass Hotel In ihe
citv. Is located iu the business center of ihe town,
and has one of the largist and neat su tuple rooms
in the Slate. Free hue iu connection wan the Ho-
tel. lloilaud, Mich. HMy
|)U(E.S1X HOTEL. A. D. Nelson, proprietor.
1 Located near the Chi. & W . Mich. It. U. de-
pot, has good facilities for the traveling public, and




Mr. R. Van Kampen lias pot all the
necessary tools to move, raise or lower
buildings at short notice. He is also pre-
pared to build ntw dwellings, nr repair
old ones, or do any kind of cuipenter and
joiner’s work. 18-ly.
Thr largest variety of Cigars and To-
baccos, the cheapest and the best, at
15 tf Pksbink’s.
 -
If you want a nice dish •»! Ice Crenm go
to the parlors filled up for the purpose, Rt
15 if E. S. Danqiikmond’s.
Oh, Whet e Cough!
Will yon heed the warning. The signal perhap-
of the sure approach of that more tetiible disease
Consumption. Ask yourselves if you enn Hffotd
for the sake of saving ft • cents, to run the risk and
do no.hing for It. We know from expetlence
that Shiloh’s Cure will cure \ our cough. It never
falls. ThL e«plaina why more than a million
bottles were sold the past year. It relieves Croup,
and Whooping Cough, at once. Mothers do not be
without It. For Lame Back. Side or Chest, n-o
Shiloh's Porous Plaster. Sold by D. R. Meenga.
On Saturday night the Night expresa^om^runh
HoUand Sunday morning.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holland to From Grd. Rapids
dranrt li.i.lds. to Holland.
.ra. p. m.

















3 35 ....Zeeland ..... 10 35 1 40 9 55
3 52 .. Hudson vdie... 10 15 9 25
4 05 ....Grandvlilo...•0 *0 1 12 9 05
4 2) ..Grand Rapids.. 945 1 '0 8 45
p m a. m. p. m. p. m.
o dorrs HOTEL. Wm. J. Seott, proprietor.
This hotel la located on the cor. of Nuith and
Fish airs., conveUteut to both depots. Terms,
$1.iM per day. Good accommodations can always
be relied on. Holland, Mich. 8-ly
Llvtr? ui Sals 3UMti.
$0,856 32
EXPENDITURES.
Paid Salaries of Teachers, etc
I. F. Bangs. Supt ...................... $ T ’ '
V. Smith ...................... .....
Viola nmilh .........................
F. C. Garrod ......... , .................
E M. Cappon ......................
8. J. Hlggtna ..........................
M. Le Febro ....... ..................
Effle Bar .a ........ ...............
Sarah Le eboer .......................... A ft t)
lit Pfuualiebl .......................
K C. Allen .............................
E. A. Dutton ..........................
Nellie wakker ........................
Mr. H. Doesburg ......................
Mr. H. Doesburg, Liking census ......
U. Doesburg, sal. as sc Jy ................ ...
C. Lepeltak. Janitor... .............. 109 19
11. Toren ** .................... 160 48
C.Traas “ ..................... C* 18
MixceUnneou*,—
C. Lepeltak labor on ground ............ 25 C)
11. Toren on new building fund ......... 175 )
H. Toren, renaira on School House ...... no f )
H. Toren, Balance allowed ............. 2> 67
D. Blulter, brooms ..................... H 00
Otto Breyman. clock .................... 8 50
A. V. D Nagel. piling wood.. .........  2 6t
D. R. Meettgs, paid for sidewalks ........ 61 l» !
D. K. Mecngi, nooks for Ind. scltolars... 8 06
J. W. slmonda repairs on organ ........ 12 45
J. Filter, tuel ................ 8 0)
E. J. Harrington, Jr., work on School
ground ....................
E. J Harrington, cotton Jean ........















11 GONE U„ Livery and Hale Stable. OfficeD and barn on Market at reel. Everything llrit-
ctass.
If AVEUKATE, G. J., Livery and Hoarding
XX stable. Fine rigs and goou horses can al-
ways be relied uu. Uu Fish street, near Scott'sUulol. 88-tf
VJIBBELINK, J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
II Nintn streut, near Market.
But BiUtstt.
IIUTKAU, Wn. New ileal Market, near corner
I) Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds ol sau-
sages constantly on baud.
I/'UITE.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
IV vegelaolea ; Meal Market on 8th street.
On Sunday morning tho Night Exp.ess leaves
Holland 1 :40 and arrives in orand Rapids 3:10 a. m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
(Via Grand Haveu Railroad.)
From Holland to From Muskegon
l f AN DERUAAR, U., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
Y and Smoked Meats and Vegetable*; paper
and twine; 6th street. _
Haaufaotorlii, BUli, Skopi, Etc.
| V EALD, R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer iu
Li Agricultural Implements; commission ageni
for MowIuk Machines' cor. lOtbdt River street.
(JAUBLS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietor*
I of Hugger MUU; ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mil!*.) near foot of 8th strset.
Muskegon. to HuIUqc
a. m. p. m a. m.












p. m. p. m.
p.ra. p.tn. p.m.
....Holland. ... 4 UI 1 3j tu 40
3 85
....Bashklll .... .1 30
..nJohusvilla....3 25
..Grand Haven.. 8 05 12 40 8 40
...Ferry*burg... 3 00 12 85 8 85
. .Muskegon... i 25 12 00 8 00
p. tn. noon p. in.
1LMS, P. 11. Manufacturer of Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combiualtou Pumps. Cor-
lOtlt and Rivet streets.
Dyspepsia and Liver Complaint.
Is It not worth iFe small price of 75 cents 5o
free yourself of evetjr aymptom of these distress-
ing complaint*. If vou think so. call at our store
and get a bottle of Shiloh's Vltallzer, every bott Ip
has a printed guarantee on it. n»e accordingly and
If It doea you no gi*od It will cost you noihlng.
Sold by D. K. Meenga.
We have a speedy and positive cure for Catarrh,
Diphtheria, Canker mouth and Head Ache, in
SHILOH'S CATARRH REMEDY. A nasal In-
jector free with each bottle. Use It If yon desire
health and sweet breath. Price 50 cts. Sold by D.
R. Meeng*. ___ 
A large altK'k of bleached and un-
bleached collona, and all kinds of dress
goods and trimming* ha* just arrived al
the store of G. VAN PUT TEN & SONS.
Ladies are especially invited to call and
ins|>ecl. _ _ 12-lf
The finest Soda Water, Candles and
Cigars at (15 tf) E. 8. Dangrkmond’s.
 —
Just received at Ihe store of G. Van
Pullen & Sons, a krge stock of new goods,
consisting of all kinds of ginghams, table
linens, groceries, brushes of everv de-
scription, notions, elc., etc. 20-tf
A full line ol straw Bats has ju»t ar-
rived al ihe shire of G. VAN PUTTEN
& SONS, ranging from 5 cents to the
nicest and costliest. 12-tf
Mourr Publlci.
^TEGENGA, A. P., Juitlce of the Peace and
3 Notary Public. Conveyancing done at fhort
lollce. office at hla residence New Holland,ficbigan. 9-ly
E. Van der Veen, order of Toren .......
for fuel ..............
expenses to G’d Rapids
for a bed ..............
sundries ...............
paints and oil .........
Iron and tinware . ...
A. Rooa for labor on new building .......
labar .........................
saiary as Janitor ..............
G. Van Kerklooit, labor on new building.
labor on school she. ..
Robinson and Raruabee on new building
H. D. Megte, labor or new building.. . .
M. D. Howard for Insurance ...........
K. Scbaddelee •* ...........
B. Kruldeuler A Son, black boards ......
U. bleuk, repair ........................
building fence ...............
repairs on doors ...............
John Van Landegcnd, repairs on register
W. Wakker. sundries ..................
note and interest ..........
Norris A Uhl, legal advlae .............
O. J. Doesburg. printing .................
Van Ark A W erkmau, lumber ..........
Battle Creek Furniture Co ................... •• Ini. on scuta.
Beach Bros., grass seed ...............
U. Walsh, punt on new building. ... .
P. Boot.dravhig .........................
H. Meyer A Co., furnltare
P. A t. Winter, blackomlthing ..........
repairs .........
Panels, Van Fallen A Co , Toren order..




From Holland to From Muskegon to
Holland.Muskegon.
10 25
i EST, K. B., Physician and Surgeon, has made
* the disease of the Eye, bar and Ttmmt a
^CHoUfEN, F. J., Physician and Acconcher.











»l ANTING, A. G„ Physician and Surgeon;
Al office al Uraafrcbap Village, Allegan county,
Mich. Omce houra from IU to i2 a. m. 26-I.y.
\FaTES, O. E., Pliyaiciau and surgeon. Office
X at his residence, overysel, Mien.
nnspipair.
$J IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
XX iery opposite tfala office. _ ___
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
Via Grand Haven Railroad.
From Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland.
Totaeci m& Ctg»w.
a. m. p. m. a.m. p. m.
•5 45•10 45 4 06 10 45
11 15 4 80 ........ Fillmore ....... 10 15 5 10
11 35 4 55 ........ Hamilton ........ 10 02 455









rE ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
X Cigars, Snufl, Plpea, etc. ; Eighth street.
Watckii Ati Jmlrj.
l> REYMAN ,OTTO Watchmaker, J eweler, and




t Ron* dally, all other trains dally except Ban-
day. All trains run by Chicago time.
ttomyi.
YTOWARD, M. Dm Claim Agent, Attorney and
if Nutary Public ; River street. _M° 7, *17 j-eloek .ihirp. H r , ,
I «. l. a,™. B- c- w- “•
I. 0. of 0. T.
HoIlandClty Lodge, No. 192. IndepnndentOrder
of Odd Fellows, bolds IU regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall, Holland, Mtch., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlally I n viled .
Will. if. Rooms, N. O.
M. UiBmiNQTON, U. B.
r. * a. x.
A Rioulab Communication of Unity Lod«b,
No. 191, F. A A . M.. will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Micb., on Wednesday evening, Bept.
It is important to travelers In know
ilint Rperial inducements are offered by
ihe Burlington mute. It will pay you to
read their advertisement to be found elne-
where in this Iwne. 15-7m.- —
Tleolortluttr. _ Molpi H. Muter.
Kortlander Bros.,
We sell more fine Whiskies than any other
bonse In the State.
Sleuetee A Bos, Toren order ............
P. 11. Wilms, fence posts aad pump .....
P. Gosling, extra work on new building.
11. D. Post, book* fur iud. scho.ara .....
Insurance ...... . ............
Secretary's salary ...........
Sluiter matter ..... ........
School record ................
School Register ..............
H. Wijkhulsen, 2 clock* and reptira .....
D. Bertsch, cambric lor curtains ........
J. de Boer.draylng ....................
K. K. Ilesld, bell Irame. etc ...........
J. R, Kleyu, oil snd repairs ..............
II. Boone, luel .......................
L. Mulder, printing ......................
Coupon bonds .......................... w ,w
Paid lust year orders .................... 198 91
Cash In I be Treasury ..................... 480 83
Outstanding orders ..................... 83 40
Tottl ............................. $ 9,858 32
OUTSTANDING INDEBTEDNESS.
Eight bonds, $1.0.0 each, six per cent interest,
$8,i uu held by Ann Arbor Saving Bank, interest
psyab e at the office of ihe City Treasurer. These



























































At ad Adjourned meeting of the Board
of Education of the City of Holland, held
22od day of August, A. D , 1881, al
their room In Ihe School building, there
were present as member* of the Board
Messrs. Isaac Cappon as President ; John
Hoohi, G. J. Koilen, P. H. McBride,
E. J. Harrington and Isaac Fairbanks,
as Secretary.
The minutes of the former meeting
were read and approved.
The rules being suspended, Ihe com-
mittee on School Books made their report;
which was accepted, and, after being
amended, was adopted by the Board Id
the following form, to*wlt:
7b the B>ard of Education of the City of
Holland.
Gkntlkmen :- Your Committee to whom
was referred the questiona of introducing
Algetiru a* a study to be persued in the
Public School*, and a change In Ihe text
hooks in Arithmetic and Spelling, respect-
fully report that they have had the same
under cuDsideratiou, aud would recom-
mend,
1st, Tli.it Algebia be added to the list
of studies to be persued Id the Public
Schools in the city, whenever a sufficient
number of pupils ate qualified to pursue
the same,
2nd. That Harrington’s Graded Spelling
book, in two parts, be introduced lo take
the place of Smiths series, now in use.
Your Committee, upon enquiry, find that
Hiirringlon’* Graded Spelling hook can be
furbished at an expense of 10 rents lor
each part, making the total cost 80 cents;
which lakes the place of Smith's series of
4 books costing $1.85 for the series; and
that Harrington’s Spelling book will be
exchanged for 90 days, from Sept. 1st
next, for any other spelling book, at a
coal of 9 cents for each part.
3rd, That Ronb'i Elementary and com-
plete Arithmetic be Introduced to lake the
place of Davie*' Series, now in use Iu the
school; provided, the publishers thereof
furnish the same for sale, to be kept at
some public store iu the City of Holland,
Michigan, at the terms and prices men-
tioned in their printed circulars, furnished
the Board of Education. Houb's Elemen-
tary Arithmetic can be had at retail lor 50
cents; introducing price 80 cents; and
exchange coats 24 cents. Riuh's com-
plete Arithmetic al retail is 75 cents; in*
troduciory price 50 cents; snd exchange
price 40 cent*. The preseat aerie* ol fi
hooks (Davie*’) costs at retail $8.05 or the
change womd save $1.80 of cust over the
series in use.
Your Committee have consulted with
the Superintendent with regard to the
change and he strongly recommends that
the change he made; and they have also
consulted ihe general Interests of the
people, nnd believe that the change recom-
mended will save hundreds of dollars to
ihe patrons ol the school in the next 5
year*, and thereby relieving the pupils of
the school trom the burden of studying a
large number of hooks tbal are compara-
tively useless in the successful growth and






Moved, supported and carried that the
$1,0U0 lii each year until 1892,




No. 114 Canal Street,
Grand Rapidt, - Michigan.
The finest Whiskies in the World.
•‘Bakers' Pure Hsnd-msdeBonr Ms*b Bonrbon ''
(The best in tbs Bute.) "Kentucky Pride band
nude soar ms*b. "Jsckson Soar Mwb. ’ The
finest in the Land. "Hooeydew H^orbon.” "J.
ItCtsy." "B. 8. Mltler’* Rye ” The Limestone
Creek Bonr Ms*h, end the finest line of Imported
end Domestic Wines.
ij-flm KORTLANDER BROTHERS.
0 _ each, bearing six per cent inter-
est, $3,duu, hold by B. T. ekluner of Battle Creek,
Michigan. Interest on first Coupons from April,
1880. to Fob 1st, 1881, bonds payable commendin'
Feb. let, 1893, and $1,000 payable each year until
Feb. lat, m.
Bept. 2, Ui, 1880, $2,000 was loaned and bonds
Iscued as lolln«r: $Mk<0 payable Feb. 1*1, 1890aud
$1,000 payable Feb. 1st. iM7. All ihe interest on
said bond* to be al the rate of six per cent per an-
num, payablo al the National Par* Bank in New
York city ihe loan In four bonds of $5U), each with
interest coupon Attached.
During the School year now closing Ihe Board or
Education have kept the grad d school as nsusl
compilsiDf a Grammar School, fonr Intermediate
and k nr primary departments and have also main-
tained the Ward School In the Fourth Ward, they
have also kept a school In the Dutch lanvuage.
The whole Lumber of leuchei*. Including Super-
intendent, 12; the highest number of pupil* en-
rolled I* 562; average attendance at the Shod* I*
530; number ol scholar* between 5 and 90 years by
the last census are 99 >.
The studies taugbt are Reading. Spelling, Writ-
ing, English Grammar! Arithmetic aud the Dutch
language.
Estimate of the amounle necessary to be raleed
by uxatlon for the support of the Public Schools
of the CU/ of Holland during the next year, total
salaries of Teachers $8,;2&:~ M
To be ral*ed by .. ..................... tX-SIS W
Salary of Janitor .... ..... 8W
Secretary ..................... - W W
Taking census ......................... 1*!5
Insurance ................................. U0 *
Incidental expense* ...................... **7 00
Fid ......... *50 00
Interest on bonds .........................
Money loaned Henry Baum ............... <1* 00
Improvement and repairs ................ 300 w
foregoing report be published in the Hol-
land City New*, Qrondwet aud the //«f-
Ltntler at the same price that the city print-
ing la contracted for, and the minutes of
till* meeting iu full In the Holland City
News.
The Committee on Teachers, C. Doea-
hurg and G. J. Koilen, reported that they
had examined Misses Annie Winter ami
Frances West veer, and recommend that a
third grade certificate be granted to each
of them.
The report was accepted, and the said
certificates issued.
Moved, supported and carried, that the
spellers recommended In the report of the
commit tee on school books be introduced
into the Schools upon the first day of the
next school term.
Adjourned to the 29tb Inst., at this place
at 7*2 o'clock, p. m.
I. CAPPON, President.
Isaac Fairbanks, Sec'y.
Tout ................................. $&|273 uo
JJy order ot the Board of Bdncalion,
Ibaac Fairbanks. Srcy _ __
Dtled. Holland, Mich., Aog. 15, 1881. ^
At a meeting of the Board of Education held on
the 15th day of August. A. p. 1881. ihe foregoing
report was accepted, adopted and approved,
I. CAPPGN, Pruident.
I. Paibbanm, Secretary.
Fralie frem an Eminent Organ'.it.
J. H. Munsey, Organist of the Fifth
Avenue Baptist Church, says:
Mendelssohn Piano Company, N. 7.:
Gentlemen— I must compliment you
on (be success you have achieved with
your pianos of every claw, but particularly
Ihe Uprighis. They have all the ettentiul*
requisite in the make-up of a perfect
piano, in tone, touch and finish. Such n
pure, even tone, in connection with such
great volume of tone, la something re-




She FaiieA It Along.
11 1 send you my testimonial In reference
to Spring Blossom, having taken it for
dyspepsia, and receiving almoat Immediate
relief. I passed It to my neighbor, who Is
using It with same reaulta. .
MRS. J. W. LEFFELT,
Elmirs, N. Y.
Price 50 centa, trial bottle* 10 cent*.
WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
' THE EAST.
Hartmann, tlie Russian Nihilist, in
an interview with a New York reporter, at-
tempted to justify his trying to murder the
Czar, and held that Wendell Phillips, Tictor
Hugo, John Swinton and other men of groat
intelligence had spoken in Justification of his
course. Hartmann has filed, at Now York, a
declaration of his intention to become an
American citizen.
Charles Stockly whs hanged at Bata-
via, N. Y., for the murder of John Welker, a
farmer, residing near that place, April 27 of
this year. Stockly sought Welker’s 16-year-old
daughter in marriage. Both Welker and the
daughter rejected otoCkly’s proposal, and the
crime was committed in revenge.
A New York telegram of Aug. 22
says : “ A new clue to the resting place of the
late A. T. Stewart is being worked. Some ten
days ago a boy left a detective agency a crude
oil painting, representing a scene in a lonely
spot, with the words in one part of it: “ Stew-
art’s body lies here." The following note ac-
companied it: “This location u in Cypress
Hill Cemetery. Bo very careful in approaching
the grounds.' You will be watched. Don’t be
seen making observations, for they will see you
and follow you." After consultation with Judge
Hilton, it was decided to make a search. The
cemetery was visited on Saturday, the spot in-
dicated ’ found, and four grave-diggers spent
the afiornoon at work. Nothing but a coftin-
screw was found, though there appeared to bo
evidences that the ground had been dug up at
the place indicated in the picture.
The will of the late Mrs. Millard Fill-
more, the widow of President Fillmore, be-
queaths to pnblic and charitable institutions
about fSO.OOO, and disposes of an estate valued
at $300,000.
THE WEST.
A duel has taken place in Indian
Territory between T. 0. Carpenter, a Choctaw
chief, and Col. Amos Price, a prominent Creek.
The latter was killed, and the former fatally
injured ____ It is reported in St. Louis that the
two chief barge lines on the Lower Mississippi
have been consolidated, with a capital of $3,-
000,000. The amalgamation will give a
fleet of twenty-three tugs and 149 barges,
having a capacity of 8.000,000 bushels —
The j siler at Kansas City made the discovery
that Bill Ryan, the Glendale train-robber, hail
a bunch of burglar’s saws in his ceil, and had
cut three sides of a large square in the iron door.
. . . .A prominent physician of Cincinnati reports
twenty well-defined cases of typhoid fever
among the 400 English colonists at Rugby,
Tenn. A corps of physicians and nurses has
been dispatched to the afflicted settlement.
Bad drinking-water was the chief cause of the
epidemic.
A party of AmericniiH encamped in
Guadaloupe cauon, 100 miles from Tombstone,
Arizona, near the Mexican line, were attacked
by Mexicans and five of the number killed—
William Lang, Dick Gray, Jim Crane, Charles
Snow and Thomas Clinton. Two others were
wounded. The trouble arose from a cattle
raid across the Mexican lino some months ago,
and a counter raid by Mexican* recently The
Mexican raiders wore overtaken and the cattle
recaptured. The Mexicans who killed Lang
and Gray’s party are supposed to be some of the
defeated raiders. A party of 200 Arizonians
has organized to avenge the recent murders,
and great fears are entertained for the Ameri-
cans living on the Mexican side, as a war of re-
taliation is sure to follow.
Two companies of the Sixth infantry
have reached Rawlins from the White River
Ute Agency. They report the Indians generally
ready for transfer to the new reservation in
Utah, but state that Colorow and a few lodges
are defiant in their opposition ..... The Chicago.
Milwaukee and St Paul road lias secured an-
other tract of forty acres in Minneapolis, and
will erect repair and construction shops for all
its lines west of the Mississippi.
The Apaches made a raid on the min-
ers near Nutt Station, New Mexico, and killed
Geqrge Daily, the general manager. Lieut
Smith and four soldiers also fell on the field.
The loss is charged to the colored troops, who
fled when the Apaches made their appearance.
... .Estimates based upon actual measurements
from 1,000 thrashing machines in the State of
Ohio, and submitted by the State Board of
Agriculture, show a heavy falling off in the
yield of wheat and corn as compared with
1880. The shortage in wheat is 25 per
cent, or 38,000,000 bushels yield, against
62.500.000 last year ; in corn, 30 per cent or
80,000,000, against 105,000,000 bushels last
year. O&tfl show an increased yield of 1,500, -
000 ..... Oregon reports her surplus of wheat at
300.000 tons ..... The tug A. B. Ward was
blown to atoms by the explosion of her boiler
in the river at Chicago, and two members of
her crew of five wort) killed and three injured,
one, the Captain, most dangerously.
THE SOUTH*
At Galveston, Tex., a new comet lias
been discovered in the constellation Ursa Ma-
jor (“the dipper"), from 9 to 10 p. m., by Mr.
A. M. Hinston. It is plainly visible through
the telescope..., A low between the whites and
blacks of Morrilton, Ark., has led to several
battles and a threat to burn the town.
Flames which appeared in the stable
of Hchultz' candy factory at Wheeling, W. Ya.,
swept away that building and destroyed
the Paxton block. The loss is esti-
mated at $60, 000.... A fire in Gravier street.
Now Orleane, destroyed the liquor store of
Patterson A Bovard and the cigar store of
Samuel Levy. Loss, 150,000 ..... Irviue, the
county seat of Estill county, Ky., was almost
entirely destroyed by fire. Loss, about $75,000.
General Leslie Coombs, of Ken-
curred several , ; times during the day.
The patient’s puteei went at an alarming rate,
g a( om time to 130. The; phj
evidently much alarmed, but
speak math, ilie Cabinet officers,
grcatglf' anxie^v. The streets at thacapi-
were Honged with eager, sorrowf* crowds
ions fo hear mu latest news. Jn. Bliss,
who had been uniformly sanguine andnopoful,
is quoted as saying last night that if the Presi-
dent's stomach does not improve he will die.
It was not apprehended that death would
ensue to-day in the event no improvement oc-
curs, hut it is evident from the expressions of
the physicians that unless the stomach qnickly
recovers its tone the gravest results in Uio near
future are apprehended. At midnight the
President was resting quietly, his pulse had
somewhat subsided, and he yr&a free from nau-
sea and vomiting, but there was reason to be-
lieve that these symptoms would return if food
should be administered."
A Washington dispatch says that a
council with a delegation of Dakota Indians
took place at the Interior Department The
object of the consultation was to secure for
the Poncas under Standing Boar permanent
homes ia Dakota on their old reservation or as
near it as possible. The Omahas declined to
sell any more land, and said they would rather
sell to white settlers than Indians. 'The Winue-
bagoes gave a like answer, but White Thunder,
speaking on behalf of all the Sioux tribes, said
the land the Poncas wanted was only a small
comer of their reservation, and they would
give it to the Poncas and welcome them as a
part of their nation, having all the rights and
privileges of the Sioux people. Secretary Kirk-
wood asked how much the Sioux wanted as
compensation. This seems to be the final con-
clusion of the long-drawn-out Ponca contro-
versy.
The total value of the exports from
tills country for the seven months ending July
31, 1881, was $82,708,977, against $82,286,046
worth exported during the corresponding period
of 188(1. The total value of the provisions and
tallow exported during the nine months ending
July 31, 1881, was $88,821,037, against $95,-
899/277 exported during theniue corresponding
months of the previous year.
Catt. H. W. Howgate was brought
before the United States Commission!* ‘ at
Washington to answer to the charge made by
Gen. Hazen of embezzling $50,000 from the
Government. Bail was fixed at $40,000.— Later
investigations into Capt. Howgate’s accounts
make the sum total of his alleged defalcation
so far about $70,000.
Red Cloud, after offering to give each
Ponca family a square mile of land, asked the
Secretary of the Interior to assigu the surreu-
dered Ogalallas aud Brules to his reservation.
His request will be grauted when provisions
and supplies can be sent to the agency.
The Postmaster General lias issued
the following order, in answer to requests for
instructious on the general subject of annoying
postal-cards: “When anyone is annoyed or
expects to be annoyed by postal-cards sent
from any particular place, or from any known
persons,’ he may direct the Postmaster at the
point named to destroy all postal-cards ad-
dressed to him, or cards from any person
named so addressed, and so far as the dis-
charge of the duties of the office permits
sufficient examination the Postmaster should
comply with the request The same request
may be made of the receiving Postmaster. The
direction to the Postmaster should be in writ-
ing, and should be filed for preservation." —
Further examination and iuvestigation of Capt
Howgate’s administration as disbursing officer
of the Signal Service leave little doubt that he has
used $11)0,000 of the money of the United States
for his own personal purposes. Like all per-
sons who have made free with public funds, it
appears that Howgate has lived iu msst lux-
urious style, entertained his friends most roy-
ally, and paid extravagant prices foi every-
thing which he used.
A letter has been received ut Wash-
ington from Capt Hooper, of the United
States steamer Corwin, sent into the Arctic
seas in search of the Jeannette, stating that
he had heard nothing of that vessel on the
Siberian coast, that he had discovered an
island near Cape Serdze and had victualed for
the winter, if lie found that he had to bo out
so long.
GENERAL.
A contractor on the Panama oana
states that 200 men are at work on the excava-
tion, but the engineers have not established
the lino across the isthmus. Lumber is being
shipped from San Francisco to build the sta-
tions ____ In a three-mile rowing race at Hali-
fax, N. S., for $500, McKay beat Plaisted by
two lengths.
Lieut. Ray, in command of the Point
Barrow Arctic Expedition, has reported to
Gen. Hazen that the expedition had reached
latitude 45 deg. 19 min. 59 sec., longitude
136 deg. 44 min. 45 sec., on the 28th ult. all in
excellent health aud condition. The expedi-
tion encountered light baffling winds
from the 21st to the 28th of July....
Ex-Minister Noyes, who has arrived ’from
France, says there is hut httlo taik about the
De Lesseps canal scheme, aud that the stock
was not placed among the large bankers ____
Three-fourths of the town of Yale, iu British
Columbia, has been burned. Loss estimated at
$400,000.
Secretary Windom hoe notified the
holders of the outstanding 5 per cent, regis-
tered bonds maturing the 1st of October, that
the Treasury Department will redeem such
bonds without rebate of interest. Sccr.rtary
Windom explains that he has taken this course
because he thinks that it is as well to pay now
as at any later time.
* FOREIGN.
James Caird, an eminent British agri-
cultural authority, thinks two-thirds of the
wheat laud of England will yield an average
crop, while the other third will fall 10 per cent
below. Barley is the best crop of the year, but
oats are extremely deficient . . . .Live stock in
Great Britain during the past two years has
been diminished by more than 12 per cent—
there being a decline of 2,000,000 sheep and
1,000,000 lambs since 1879.
for Congress at the hands of John 0. Breckin-
ridge. Many years ago he lost a large fortune
in building railroads, and two years sinoo he



















execution from the fortress wall. The dip!
matic corps again asked in vain for the pardon
of nine more adherents of Alvarez who bad
been condemned to be shot and eight of the
number were shot that day.
The dynamite fiend is abroad in
Switzerland. TJie Grand Council of j Zuricli
has prohibited the holding of a Socialist Con-
vention there. The Sociahsts have appealed
from the Council’s decision to the Federal
Tribunal. And now the members of the Fed-
eral Tribunal are threatened witA destruction
by dynamite if their decision is not favorable
to the Sociahsts. Not only that, but they have
threatened to blow up half of Switzerland, and
begin there a conflagration that will burn up
the world.
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Flames originating from an explosion
of gas destroyed the fruit warehouse of War-
ner A Merritt, Philadelphia, burning to death
two employes. The loss is reported at $250,-
000 ____ Terrouce Conolly, of Newton, N. J.,
after abstaining from food for forty-three
days, has commenced to take nourish-
ment When he began his abstinence he was
unable to leave his bed, but of late has walked
across the room and seated himself in a rock-
ing-chair. He ceased to cat because his
stoniBch would not retain food ____ That huge
monopoly, the Standard Oil Company, has at
last a competitor iu the Buffalo aud Rock City
Pine Lino Company, which has just commenced
delivering oil.
A Washington dispatch to the Chi-
cago Time* says that Capt Howgate’s embez-
zlement bids fair to show up $400,000 on the
books. The Attorney General has caused him
to be rearrestod and held in $90,000 bait
Gen. Hazen believes that Howgate has for four
years appropriated to his own use about
one-fourth of the signal -service fund,
over which he had absolute control.
His private yacht on the Po\omnc was
actually constructed with Government money
in the’ back yard of tbo signal (office. Hi’s
method of securing signatures of fciU>k vouch-
ers was audacious enough to entitld him to a
premium. He owns j-eal estate iu I^lorida,
Virginia and the District of Columbia, and is
known to bold large quantities of stocks, from
which the public treasury may possibly realize
something.
Senator Beck was interviewed ns to
the probable course of the Democrats in case
the death of President Garfield. Ho counseled
the sinking of party feeling and the election
of a conservative Republican to the Presidency
pro tern, of the Senate, naming Henry B. An-
thony as a type.
H. O. Armour, of New York, wants
the public to understand that there is no cor-
ner in August wheat, bnt that a shortage equal
to our entire export of last year has brought
prices to a fair level. He thinks corn will fall
below an average crop by 31)0,000,000 to 400,-
000,000 bushels — Completed reports of
the condition of the crops and
the harvest prospects throughout the
world are being published in Lon-
don. From these reports we see that, except in
Austria, Hungary and Holland, the harvest
will bo below average— in France slightly bo
low; in Great Britain alioiit 10 per cent, below.
Wheat is reported good iu Germany, and bar-
ley very good in Russia. The harvest iu Spam
will be poor, while in Italy and Belgium nearly all
the crops are much below the average. In’the
Danubian provinces of Turkey, from which
Great Britain draws largely, the’ cereal crops as
a whole are good.
French election returns show that
364 deputies have beeu re-elected, the whole
number being 483. The Republicans have
been the principal gainers. The fact that the
Bonapartist candidates wore defeated in Corsi
ca is significant, and L'Ordre, the journal of
that party, admits that Conservatives of all
shades have suffered a disastrous defeat. ____
A letter from Mazatlan, Mexico, gives the
following details of the exploeion there : One
hundred and fifty pounds of powder blew up.
The first day thirty corpses were removed, and
the following six days four or five daily, when
the authorities interdicted further removals,
considering the work (^uigerous. All the
cidod improvement --for tw
There was no recimenco y





















e qmst bo sustained aud
supported though it, or he may die suddenly
from inanition. He has never been watched
so closely as ho is now. Hie pulse is taken
every half hour. Although very weak, he pays
considerable attention to what is transpiring
around him. What is announced as delirious-
uess is only the result of opiates administered
by injections. The swelling in bis throat is so
obstinate that ho can only open his mouth
Itiree* fourths of an inch. Dr. Hamilton assefrt*
that the swelling of the parotid glaud is not
caused by blood poisouing.
t Washington, Aug. 24.
The best that can be said of the Prisident's
condition this morning is that he is no worse.
He is certainly no better. His stomach seems
in some measure to be regaining its tone, but
the improvement Is very slight, and, while he
was able yesterday to take aud retain some
nourishment in the natural way without gastric
disturbance, his phvsidans do not venture to
assert that the system is able to do any more
than keep even with the drain upon its strength.
The President has lost eighty pounds iu weight
since the day of the shooting, aud is now no
more than a skeleton of his former seif. He
has of late been delirious at frequent intervals
—whether because of blood-poisoning, or by
reason of the narcotic element introduced in
the enemata, or both, cannot be told. Certain
it is that his mind has wandered, and that his
lapses into stupor or delirium seem to bo
increasing in frequency and duration.
There exists, both among those who are around
the sick-bed, the outsiae physicians who are
closely watching the case, and the general
nubile a strong imnressiou that recovery is all
but impossible. Nearly everything that could
possibly be of use iu the sick-room has beeu
forwarded by a sympathizing public, among
others a large, downy pillow in four sections.
PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
Washington, Aug. 18.
Therg&s a slight improvement in. the Presi- •,
dent'ajDndition yesterday. He slofl well last
niguPUiH I'ulse Mb shown ^steady ijiniAution,
aiwthere has beMh no rkpurrepco offylieYvotn-
itmg. Twieafs of blood-poistming^avo been
dismissed. A teaepoonful of beef juice and a
few drops of muriatic acid were given twice in
the afternoon, and a spico blis-
ter put on the stomach. The pa-
tient’s weight has lessened seventy
pounds since the assassination, and his face is
repreaeated as haggard and blanched. The
physicians have derided not to administer food
in the natural way for some time to come.
Twenty ounces of nutritive substances are
daily injected into the President’s system.
It appears clear to the medical attendants of
the President that his critical condition wAs
caused simply by a form of dyspepsia. While
the effort was beiug made to increase the vital-
ity of the body and fortify it for the exhaustion
attending the Buffering and constant discharge
from the wound, the diet was too rapidly in-
creased and produced the relapse. The dis-
covery of this fact will be productive of
beneficial results in the immediate future.
More patience will be exercised, and the build-
ing up of the system will bo slower and surer.
Dr. Bliss believes that by the time the Presi-
dent recovers from the gastric attack the
wound will bo healed. It is already far ad-
vanced in the healing stage, and the resump-
tion of the i unctions of the stomach will be the
only thing needed to bring the patient to the
long-looked- for convalescence. Mrs. Garfield
bears up bravely, and her confidence iu her
husband’s recovery remains unshaken. A citi-
zen of New York, 'describing himself os in ro-
oust health, has offered his blood to save the
President by transfusion.
Dr. Baxter, who has been the President’s
physician for ten years previous to the shoot-
ing, says that, although of stalwart physique,
Gen. Garfield suffered much during tbo time
he attended him from chronic dyspepsia and a
delicate stomach, brought about by his seden-
tary habits and mental strain, fto said that
the President was in the habit of eating
too rapidly, without proper mastication, and
also made a practice of sitting up late at night
over his books or in considering public busi-
ness. These habits had the effect of increas-
ing his dyspeptic condition. Dr. Baxter thinks
that the’ attending surgeons have not given
these facts as much attention as the circum-
stances called for.
Among the vast number of dispatches re-
ceived at the White House was one of a per-
sonal character from Queen Victoria, which
was answered by Mrs. Garfield.
Secretary Blaine, who was in Augusta wb^i
lie first heard the nows of the last unfavorable
riinngo in the President’s condition, returned
to Washington yesterday.
Yesterday afternoon, whLe McGill, employed
as a guard in the jail, was passing G ui tea u’s cell
he noticed the occupant employed apparently
in paring his nails. McGill approached the
cell and asked Guiteau what ho was doing.
Guiteau said he was doing nothing, and on
McGill asking wh&the was doing with the knifo
the scoundrel made oath that he had none.
The guard called on him to drop it, whereupon
the murderous ruffian jumped up and attempt-
ed to stab him. McGill pulled his revolver, Gui-
teau grappled him, and in the struggle the re-
“ But the error," said Doulley. "i.
wore ho bad not, was found under his foot, j against yourself, as you have given me
It is made of steel, is five or six inches in j 1,000 francs too much ; I am us honest a
length and rather sharp. Guiteau, after being man as you are — I have been employed
ofSX.SL “ collecting-clerk for thirty-five yearsascertained. 1 m ^ie 8ame h°UHe' There is your note.
Washington, Aug. 19. ; * D°i ^ i»* • ^ l-
A .troager puUc, a Letter feeling of the.kin, 1 _ “ In8"lent fo01 ! cned the cashle; >
, 1 ’ « . | . I regard any man as an enemy who
retention of nourishment derived from ene- . . * ___ , ., 4 ... „ , . , t\ . 4, wishes to prove to my employer that
mata, aud the excellent tone of the Presidents j ftm l)le of mukiDg miaUlke> Take
mind, are mentioned as unmistakable mdica- the noto or j will turn you out 0f ^
tions that the crisis is past and the road to ro- place. ”
covers- again regained. The fact Uiat the Pierre Doulley was not to be thus re-
“LUbl0ofto^r,rS^ ; pulled, and froofworda the parties came
one of the most favorable features of | to blows j but the clerks oi^ the house
his case. The irritation of the stomach has
entirely ceased, aud it Is thought the patient s
thirst will be entirely satisfied by snpp'ying him
with fluids in the ordinary way and by enema-
ta. The wound is considered in a very healthy
condition. Some alarm was created yesterday
among the unmedical by the appearance of a
i swelling of tho parotid gland near the right
angle of tbo jaw. This, however, occasions no
, uneasiness among the professional men,
! being merely regarded es an indication of a do-
i bilitated system, tho result of a low tone of the
; blood, and not figuring in the case one way or
: another. Agnew informed Mrs. Garfield that
Stubborn Integrity.
A dispute from a singular cause took
place at the office of a banker in tho
Chaussee d’Antin, Paris. * Mr. Benjamin
F - , the cashier, who has filled that
office for the last twenty-five years, was
at his post, when a collecting clerk,
mimed Pierre Doulley, presented him-
self with a draft for 10,000 francs, drawn
by a London banker. The notes were
counted out, and the man left the place.
In a few hours after Doulley returned,
and, addressing himself to the cashier,
said :
“ There is a little mistake between ns;
there is a difference of 1,000 francs in our
account."
“I never make mistakes,” replied the
cashier, indignantly; “for twenty-five
years my balance has always been cor-
rect to a sou.”
hastened to separate them. The cashier,
not wishing to avow an error, which he
would have regarded as a stain on his
long-established reputation for correot-
ness, was fain to put up with the loss of
the note ; aud Pierre Doulley carried the
1,000 franc note to the Mayor of the
arondissement, to be distributed among
tho poor.
If the men were as silent about their
the only thing needed for the rapid recover n™s ^ the women, we shouldn’t hear so
windows iu the town demolished.
. . 4. , . The Czar is reported to be devoting
nT/h !m7, ,0LthePri<>neer Indi&n Warri°” ' b'B attention to military matters. He feels it
<"64*‘Leii“Ston » «•?* [ uecownry to ret.!:, better relations with the
ra years. He was a Captain in the Russian army, because he is aware that the Ni-
war oi 1812, and raised and equipped a regi- | hilists are making many converts among sol-
nieut to aid Texas in her strug- j diers and officers — Mr. Forster stated in tho
. i„.i , . “dependence. He was a British House of Commona that the total re-
tiTistod. friend of Heary Clay. Ho was aevoral I ccipts of the Irish Land League since the 1st of
,line” An _UOr P/.f01)1 ucay. and Buffered defeat January amounted to $53,535 (£10,707), of
which $46,615 (£9,343) were sentfrom America,
a bile Ireland contributed only $810 (£162) ____
By a treaty just concluded between China and
Russia, the former agrees to pay tho latter
9.000,000 roubles (about $6,750,000), to retain,
also, a part of Knldja. China has control of
The Republican State Central Com- the m aud Mongn rivers and tho old Cashgar
A ua. XM puuireuu ouu« vxjnuai VX>m- frOQtior _ . .Of five persons arrested at Genoa
mittee of California recommend Marcus D. Bo-
ruck lor Secretary of the United States Senate.
WASHINGTON*
Dispatches from the capital on the
16th insti say that “yesterday was the moat
unfavorable day which the President passed
aiuce the second day after the shooting. His
stomach .refused to perform its functions,
and nourishment haa to be administered
bv injection. Vomiting and nausea oo-
for participating m the meeting for the abolition
of Papal guarantees, only two were sentenced,
and to very hgbt terms of imprisonment....
Tho disaster attending the boll-fight at Mar-
seilles resulted in the death of twenty-seven
persons and the wounding of 306 .. . .Bismarck,
after a Hying visit to his estate at Bchon-
hausen, has gone to Varzin to remain untilJanuary. '~
Advices from San Domingo to the 2d
inst. state that on July 29 emissaries of the
Simple Remedies for Emergencies.
Very few young mothers are able to
control their nerves so completely as to
keep from being startled when confront-
ed with a cut finger with dripping blood
and the loud cries which announce a ca-
tastrophe. Sometimes she cannot col-
lect her thoughts sufficiently to recall
any of the good remedies with which she
is acquainted. One way to avoid this is
to write out a list of help in trouble, aud
tack it upon the door of your room, after
the manner of hotel regulations.
There is nothing better for a cut than
powdered resin. Get a few cents' worth
of resin, pound it until it is fine, and put
it in an empty, clean pepper or sp^qe
box witii Krforated top; ,then you can
eqaily stft it out on the Cut; pit a soft
cloth around the member and wet with
water once iu a while. It will prevent
inflammation aud soreness. In doing up
a burn the main point is to keep the air
from it. If sweet oil and cotton are not
at hand take A cloth and spread dry flour
over it and wrap the burned part in it.
It is always well to have some simple
remedies in the house where you can get
them without a moment's loss of time;
a little bottle of peppermint in case
ofcohA chlorate of potash for sore
throatjjbepsin for indigestion, and a bot-
tle of Brandy. Have them arranged so
that you can go to them in the dark and
reach the right remedy, but be sure you
never do i^ tfren if you know they have
not beta Tfisffibutea. r 2QwSy8 light a
lamp pr, the gas, and make sure you have
wliut\ou ' are pft&r. Kemefoiber that
pistols are alwuy s loaded, and . that poi-
son may be placed in place of pepper-
mint, • £ - ' ' f ; r
of the President was the improvement of the
digestive power of the stomach.
Warden Crocker, of the Washington jail,
yesterday handed Goiteau a postal-card from
his sister, Mrs. F. M. Scoville, of Chicago, ask-
ing about his health. The assassin requested
that she be informed that ho was praying daily
for the recovery of tho President, aud regretted
his deed.
Washington, Aag. 20.
Tho President continnes to improve slowly,
and is much better this morning than at any
time since the recent relapse. His sleep last
night was of a refreshing character. Yester-
day he j artook of twenty-two ounces of liquid
food through the mouth, and there were no
symptoms of gastric disturbance or nausea.
The inflammation of tho parotid gland has
subsided, and the fear of suppuration
many army reminiscences as we do now.
The ladies are worthy of being patron-
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therefrom haa disappeared. Tho wound Bkkves— Choice Graded Steer* ..... 6 00 O 6 50
Dr. Barety, of Nice, haa successfully
employed turpentine vapor in the treat-
ment of whooping cough. The drug is
allowed to stand in plates in the room
occupied by the patient, a resort to
which simple expedient is believed to
greatly lessen the severity and duration
of the malady. Dr. Barety was led to a
trial of this remedy by observing a
marked improvement in the case of a
child severely affected who had been al-
lowed to sleep in a newly painted room
redolent with turpentine odor.
continues to secrete healthy pus, though in
daily diminishing quantities. The temperature
and pulse are iu a much better condition. Tho
physicians behove that tho patient is gradually
recovering his powers of digestion, when
his general improvement will bo more marked.
Thus, with tho close of the seventh week,
there is a brighter prospect for tho
sick man. Tho physicians have given
hopeful assurances to the Cabinet Ministers
that unless other serious comphcations should
arise the President will continue to improve.
Col. Waring, a sanitary expert, is giving
the White House a thorough examination.
Among the late letters of sympathy
received yesterday was one from the
Patriarch of Armenians in Turkey.
A handsome young woman giving her name as
Mrs. Mary L. Remmger, of Brooklyn, appeared at
the White House yesterdav, and demanded an
opportunity to cure the President, for which
purpose she had come from Pans. 8he was
sent to the insane asylum, where it was found
that she wore the costume of a ballet-dancer
under her dress. . -
Washington, Aug. 22.
President Garfield’s condition has changed
considerably for the worse. The swelling of
the parotid gland continnes, and the inflamma-
tion resulting occasions the patient great un-
rest A dangerous feature of the new trouble
is nausea ana vomiting, caused by the effort to
dispose of saliva resulting from the swelling.
During yesterday the nourishment taken was
vomited, aud the patient refused further food.
The physicians are prepared for tho worst,
and l)r. Boynton haa expressed the belief
that, although the President may live several
days longer, he may die within a few hours.
While cleansing the wound on Saturday, the
surgeons found less resistance to the passage
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A Connecticut woman has given her
*on a large comforter made of hair cut
from her own head during ten years.
A brand-new baby in Nortli Carolina
rejoices in the devoted supervision of
three great-grandfathers and two great-
graudmothers.
A negro inBullockcDunty, Ala., while
raising a crop last year, slept in one end
of a hollow log and kept his cooking
utensils in the other end.
A deaf mute at Raleigh, N. C., has
invented a hat fan, which turns on the
inside of the hat, and is said to keep the
head as cool as a cucumber.
Under the new Khedival decree abol-
ishing slavery in Egypt, domestic slavery
in future will be rendered impossible.
Families possessing slaves now are not
to be deprived of their property in
them, but no now slaves are to bo
admitted.
William Berry, of Cincinnati, was
engaged to marry the widow Newkirk,
and the day appointed for the wedding
was close at hand. Mrs. Newkirk’s
daughter Clara came home from a con-
vent-school to witness the ceremony.
Clara had all of her mother’s character-
istics and the additional charm of youth.
Berry transferred his love to the daugh-
ter and eloped with her.
While a colored women of Long
island was watching a fishhawk, recently,
a hornet flew into her mouth, which was
wide open, stung the root of her mouth,
then went down her throat and stung
her internally. Her whole system was
poisoned and for days her life was in
danger, but she pulled through and
will doubtless keep her mouth shut in
the future.
W. W. Good ale, of Brookfield, Mo.,
aged 77, is said to he the oldest locomo-#
tive engineer in the United States. He
was a steamboat engineer on Lake Erie
in 1832, and began running a locomotive
engine on the Baltimore and Ohio rail-
road in 1834. He afterward workpd on
different roads, including the Norwich
and Worcester in 1841), and was once
sent to China in charge of some engines.
A woman exhorter among the negroes
of Georgia wears on her head a halo of
burnished brass, which she says was
gi\en to her by an angel, who ap-
peared to her, as a reward for superla-
tive piety, and is the only only one ever
conferred on a person before reaching
heaven. Its possession, she claims,
gives her miraculous power over dis-
eases, and enables her to intercede ef-
fectually for sinners.
Since Gen Hazen took charge of the
Signal Service Bureau, the number of
stations for the display of cautionary
storm signals on the lakes, and on the
Atlantic and Gulf coasts, has been in-
creased by eleven. A great extension of
military telegraph lines is now going on
under charge of the officers of the ser-
vice. In the Department of Missouri
250 miles of line will be built to connect
isolated military posts.
A tramp was arrested in New York
the other day, for stealing a loaf of bread
from the basement of a private resi-
dence. The bread was inside the grat-
ing door, and the tramp hooked it with
a long piece of wire. He had with him
a long reed and an ordinary table-knife.
With the reed he is said to snek milk
from pails inside grated doors, and the
knife he uses to cut bread when he gets
it as far as the bars of a door.
The Czar has a curious ornament on
his writing table. It is nothing less
than a piece of the foul bread— a mixt-
ure of uninviting and innutritious ref-
use — on which the peasants have been
trying to live in one portion of his
dominions. He was ignorant of the
distress in the district until a newspaper
published the facts, and now keeps the
bread before him on a letter-weight that
lie may see what his people have been
obliged to eat without his knowledge.
There was a convention of the Palmer
family at Stonington, Ck, Aug. 11.
The street boys amused themselves by
ealuting every stranger as “Mr. Palmer,”
and they seldom missed it Four hun-
dred Palmers had registered the day
before the reunion. There was a good
deal of disappointment at the absenee of
Gen. Grant, who is a direct descendant
of Walter Palmer’s oldest daughter, and
-who had promised to be present a part
of one day at least Arrangements had
been made for a special train to bring
him from New York to Stonington. He
was compelled to be absent, however,
on account of the death of his brother.
Some years ago an estimate was made
of what three criminal brothers had cost
an English community in twenty years.
The account stood thus :
IVenty-four prosecution* .................... £ 101
Maintenance In ptlfton . ....................... 150
-v-veu year*’ trauaportatiou for one ........... 100
Valued doprudaticuH....'. ..... * ........... .. 3,120
Total .............................. . ... £3,561
Nearly $18,000 were spent on this one
family, and at the time the computatiou
was made the eldest brother wai but
24. Their depredations were estimated
at $15 a week.
Judge Gray, of Massachusetts, is a
candidate for the United States Supreme
Court Judgeship left vacant by the
death of Justice Clifford, and has the
support of Senator Hoar. Ex- Attorney
General (now Judge) Devens is also a
candidate, and will have the Hayes in-
fluence, which will not be a recommenda-
tion to Mr. Blaine, the New England
member of the Cabinet. Senator Ed-
munds, of Vermont, is in the Now York
circuit, and is not believed to be a can-
didate.
The employment of female clerks was
considered by the Civil Service Com-
mission in Canada. It was deemed not
advisable to employ them for this rea-
son: It would be necessary that they
should be placed in rooms by themselves,
and that they should be under theim-.
mediate supervision of a person of their
own sex ; but we doubt very much if
sufficient work of a similar character can
be found in any one department to fur-
nish occupation for any considerable
number of female clerks, and it would
certainly be inadvisable to place them
in small numbers throughout the de-
partments.
A woman in Portland, Ore., has adopt-
ed a novel way to get rid of her husband.
She is a believer in spiritualism, and
stated that she received a communica-
tion stating that her husband would die
a certain day in the near future. She
so worked upon the poor man that he
actually fell sick, and became nearly
frightened to death. When at his worst
she ordered her mourning clothes, and
calmly talked to him about his notions
in regard to another husband for her,
and whom he preferred she should take.
Finally, his anger overcame his fears,
he braced up, and determined to post-
pone his death to an indefinite date.
A farmer, living in Green county,
Wisi, recently had a most desperate en-
counter with wolves. He went out late
in the evening, to drive some sheep
home, and in passing a swamp he heard
snarling and barking. He had taken an
old musket along, thinking perhaps he
might shoot a partridge or some small
game, and loaded it with No. 4 shot.
Not fending unsafe, he advanced toward
the sound, and there saw two old wolves
anil five three-quarter-grown whelps
wrangling and fighting over the dead
body of a sheep. He got to within two
rods of them before they heard him,
when he fired into their midst. Immedi-
ately the whole seven came bounding
toward him, and before he had time to
climb a tree they were full upon him.
He reversed the gun and used it for a
club. The fight l«sted an hour, and so
savage and ferocious were the wolves
that as one after another of their num-
ber received a death-stroke from the old
musket they pounced upon their fallen
comrade and proceeded to devour him ;
at this juncture the farmer would rush in
with Ids gun and kill another. After the
hour’s skirmish the seven wolves lay
dead at the farmer’s feet. During the
fight he had every bit of clothing torn
from his body, his hands and legs badly
bitten, and the lower part of one ear
snapped off.
Princess DolgoroukBg Hair.
Princess Dolgorouki was remarkable
for the beauty and abundance of her
hair, and Court gossip tells ns that, like
many other great men, Alexander IL had
been caught in the filet d' amour, which,
according to old Marot, the poet, cap-
tures the souls of men. The Emperor’s
admiration for the tresses of the Princess
was so great that he often said to her :
“If I die first I shall rest all the easiei
if that hair lies with me in my coffin.”
The impression on the mind of the Prin-
cess was so vivid, that at the very
moment the news of the Emporeni
death had reached her, she cut off with
her own hands the rich abundance of
her tresses, and incloseH them in a sealed
packet directed to the Empress, with a
humble request that the late Emporer’s
desire might be fulfilled. The Czarina’s
gentle and affectionate heart was moved
to the core by this sacrifice and the re-
quest, and it is well known among the
ladies of the Court, that the white satin
pillow upon which reposed the head of
the late Czar contained the last token of
love and remembrance from the Prinoeas
Dolgorouki
ImmcomL custom is transcendent
law.
SCRAPS OF SCIENCE.
The labors of the Seismologies! Society
of Japan have established the fact that
there is a chrouio center of disturbance
within a radius of a few miles from
Yokohama.
. It has been computed that the power
of the steam engines of ’ England would
suffice to raise from the quarries aud
place in position all tlje stone of the
Great Pyramid in eighteen hours.
Experiments have been made with
compre-sed gunpowder, made to fit the
drill ‘holes and cut iuto short lengths.
It was found to possess many advantages
over loose powder, arnoug which is a
•aviifg of 40 per cent, in powder.
The evil effect of the electric light up-
on the eyes is due, it is supposed, to the
constant changes in the intensity of the
light, whereby the eyes are greatly
fatigued. Little inconvenience of this
nature attends the use of the incan-
descent lamps.
The rapidity of motion of the wings of
some insects is almost incredible. It
has been estimated that the comiqpn
house-fly moves its wings 330 times in a
second, or 19,800 times per minute,
while the butterfly’s wings move nine
times per second, or 540 times per
minute.
Messrs. Galloway aud Abel have
found coal dust to be an important factor
in explosions of the gases in mines. A
mixture of coal-dust and air is not ex-
plosive, but a quantity of fire-damp too
small to produce any effect when
mixed with air alone causes the mix turn
to become violently explosive. Prcf.
Abel's experiments show that any kind
of dust mixed with air containing a small
quantity of fire-damp converts the mix-
ture into an explosive compound.
The first complete description of the
two newly opened pyramids of Sakkarah,
in Egypt, has been given to a Cairo in-
stitute by M. Brugscb. They are located
in the desert west of Sakkarah. The
galleries aud chambers are covered with
hieroglyphics, in which the two words
“ Merina” and “Pepi” occur as royal
names. Mr. Brugscii showed the two
pyramids to be monuments of the two
kings, Pepi and of his son Horemsaf, of
the sixth dynasty ot Maretho. The sar-
cophagi still stood in their old places ;
but of the mummies only one was found
—that of Horemsaf, deprived of its orna-
ments and robes. The pyramids were
evidently plundered in ancient times.
They ore the earliest examples of royal
graves iu Egypt adorned with religious
hieroglyphics. It is most remarkable’
that the Cairo Museum contains a tomb-
stone erected to the memory of Una, nn
official at Kind Pepi’s Court, the inscrip-
tion on which stone refers to the building
by Una of the pyramids which have
now just been opeued.
Despite the boasted power and intelli-
gence of human beings, many thing's are
doubtless familiar to lower orders of ani-
mals which can never be perceived by
man, while a large part of the animal
world may look upon things as very dif-
ferent from what they appear to us* Sir
John Lubbock has just recorded some
interesting facts corcerning the effect of
light upon ants. His conclusions are
that these insects must have a very dif-
ferent perception of light and color from
what we do. We all know that a ray of
white light passed through a prism be-
comes broken up into a beautiful bund of
colors— the spectrum. To our eyes it is
hounded by red at oue end and violet at
the other. But a ray of light contains
other rays not visible to our eyes called,
but not with absolute correctness, heat
and chemical rays. Tbo heat rays
extend beyond our limits of vision
at the violet end of the spectrum.
Sir John undertook to determine
whether the limit of visibility of
these rays is the same with us as with
ants, and in a series of interesting ex-
periments has become convinced that
they percive the ultra-violet rays which
are quite invisible to us. These must
appear to them as a different color, of
which we can form no idea, while white
light with this added component may
not appear to them as to us.
Whilst no British monarch has died
by the assassin’s hand, Prime Ministers
have been less fortunate. Mr. Spencer
Perceval was shot, in the lobby of the
House of Commons, by one Birming-
ham, who had claims against the Treas-
ury, and had worked himself into a
frenzy under a sense of supposed injus-
tice. The man was undoubtedly more
or less mad, but was tried, condemned
and executed while popular indignation
wa8,.red-hot. The killing of the Prime
Minister gave rise to apprehension that
a widespread conspiracy was afloat, and
the mails were all stopped that night,
pending the preparation of dispatches
to the authorities throughout the coun-
try. Sir Robert Peel, also, would have
fallen hut for his secretary (a near rela-
tive of the present secretary of the Brit-
ish Legation at Washington) having
been murdered by mistake for him. Af-
ter a miscreant struck at Queen Vic-
toria, some twenty years ago, an act
was passed rendering any kind of assault
on the Sovereign punishable by severe
whippings. Since then only one such
offence has been committed, and that by
a youth whose clearly proved weak in-
tellect saved him from stripes. Oxford,
who shot at the Queen early in her car-
eer, got off on a plea of insanity, though
the genuineness of the plea was very
much, and with good reason, question-
ed. He was, consequently, relegated to
Bedlam, and, greatly to his disgust, kept
there for life. This probably exercised
a deterrent effect on many others of that
miserable order of being who will do
anything for notoriety. —^7. Y. Tribune.
Floating Gardens.
A writer describes the floating vegeta-
ble gardens of Lake Grinagar, in Cash-
more : They are made by first planting
poplar poles, twenty-five or twenty-eight
feet long, in two or three rows, twelve
or fifteen feet apart Then the gardener
gathers from the lake a lot of aquatic
plants, and interweaves them between
his poles. This forms the support of
tie garden. Then more plants are col-
lected from the lake, ami piled up to tlio
height of three or four iuche*. These
soon rot and form the soil, and the gar-
den plants first sprouted on the land are
then transplanted to the garden. At
first they are watered, but it does not
take long for the rootlets to find their
way to the water underneath. The veg-
etables raised are said to be very tine,
and are sold for very low prices.
A Passport to Paradise.
A wealthy Borah died recently, not al-
together in sanctity, for he hud led a
dissolute life aud hud incurred the dis-
pleasure of the priests of his caste. His
family, and especially the ladies of his
household, were, therefore, all the more
anxious for his eternal welfare ; and, ac-
cording to Borah customs, the widow
weut to the Mullah’s “ Brother Gabriel,”
who holds the post of archangel in
heaven. The Mullah, however, was
stern aud not easy of aopess, and when
an interview was finally granted ho told
the widow that, owing to the wicked-
ness of the departed, it would be a diffi-
cult and certainly a very expensive job
to propitiate Gabriel. However, ho
agreed at last to give the necessary let-
ter of introduction. In this he asked
“ his brother Gabriel ” to take gixxleare
of .the old Borah, and, as a reward for
“good behavior” during lifetime, to
grunt him, among other favors, a bung-
alow and a pomegranate treA For this
important and useful letter the Mullah
charged the modest sum of R500. The
widow hurried homo, tied the letter
round the neck of the departed and
buried the corpse. The Borah s son— a
sharp young lad, whose intellect had
been sharpened by an English education
— nlid not, however, approve of the loss
of R500. Ho surreptitiously removed
the letter to Gab^el and kept it by him
for six months. 'He then indorsed it,
in a clever imitation of his father’s hand-
writing, making the defunct Borah say
that having arrived in heaven, and hav-
ing duly presented his credentials to the
Archangel Gabriel, Gabriel, instead of
allowing him a separate bungalow and a
pomegranate tree, had given him noth-
ing but abuse. Armed with this letter,
the lad visited the Mullah and told him
he should invoke aid of the police for
breach of contract unless the R500 was
restored forthwith. The money was
paid. The facte come, as we say, from
an unimpeachable source, aud the cus-
tom is said to be general among the Bo-
rahs, one of the astutest classes in Bom-
bay.— /towi6ay (India) Gazette.
Helling Wives.
A correspondent, writing from Lon-
don, says: “Time will probably ho
found for one question which an Irish
member of the House desires to put on
a social subject which some people will
bo surprised to see raised at all. The
Government will be asked whether it can
ake any steps to make the fact known
hat the sale of wives is illegal iu Eng-
land. It appears that two days ago a
workman at Sheffield sold his wife to an-
other man for a quart of beer, and it is
stated the practice is by no means un-
common in England, though it may be
presumed that a wife of average good
looks and morals would bring more than
a quart of beer. Frenchmen, as we all
enow, believe that Englishmen sell their
wives at Smithfield with a halter around
their necks, the halter being thrown in
as a sort of make- weight to the bargain.
The custom is not so general as our
French friends imagine, but there can
je very little doubt that in some parts of
the country a few laborers aud working-
men remain, who fancy that they have a
clear right to sell their wives, if they
could find a customer for them. The de-
usion is. of course, confined to the most
ignorant portion of the population, and
the Government can do nothing to de-
stroy it. When the new generation,
which has been brought up under the
ntluenco of School Boards, has married
aud settled down, wives will cease to be
sold, or if sold at all, it will be for
a more substantial consideration than a
quart of beer. The workingmen will
perhaps take a hint from the world of
fashion, where wives, iu commercial lan-
guage, sometimes ‘change hands,’ but
always by private contract.”
Taper.
Itisestimated thatnearly2,000,000,000
pounds of paper is produced annually,
one-half of which is used for printing, a
sixth for writing, and the remainder is
coarse paper for packing and other pur-
poses. The United States alone pro-
duces yearly 200,000 tons of paper,
averaging seventeen pounds per head
for ite population. The Englishman
comes next, with about twelve pounds
per head; the educated German takes
eight; the Frenchman seven pounds;
while the Italian, Spaniard and Russian
take respectively three pounds, one and
one-half pounds, and one pound an-
nually. The consumption of paper
being roughly in proportion to the
education and intellectual and political
activity of the people.
When a traveler goes to Europe does
he generally complete the Turin, Italy?
— Yonkers Statesman. Not always. If
in summer, a Marseilles suit may bring
him to France. — Richmond Baton. And
if it is Tou-louse and he sees Nancy he
goes to ’Rouen.— Steubenville Herald.
But he will surely have a nice time, no
doubt, if he goes to visit Florence. He
will certainly not Sienna handsomer girl,
for there Anio women in all Europe who
will bear com-Parison with her.— natti-
more Every Saturday. But she would
hardly be suited with a Bologna dinner.
—Chaff. And if the Paris is not too
nice, they might visit Germany and take
in Cologne. — Ttrre Haute Saturday
Night. Suppose he prefers not to Havre
accompany him, would he then be at
liberty to Rome without her ? — Elevated
Railway Journal. Yes, if he didn’t go
to Lap land.
MICHIGAN NEWS.
Scarlet \ fever has appeared in
Adrian.
Several new business blocks are go-
ing up in Ali>cmt.
The Ionia races resulted in a loss of
$1,700 to their managers.
A marriage-power association has
been formed in Bay City.
A fating silver vein has been dis-
covered near Ishpeming.
Over thirty brick stores are in course
of construction at Ludingtou.
The saheme for building a third
paper-mill at Rochester has fallen to
pieces.
One Howard city family have picked
and sold $70 worth of huckleberries this
summer.
Pelick Stevens, one of the oldest
pioneers of Kalamazoo county, died a
few days ago.
The contract for bnilding the Flint
cotton-mills has been let, aud ground
broken for the foundation.
Thomas Foster, of Flint, sold five 10-
months-old heifers to a Saginaw man
for $1,750 one day last week.
- A printer from the southern part of
the State is making preparations to start
a paper iu Montmorency county.
Robert Forsyth, who lives nine miles
east of the city, is the fortunate posses-
sor of a gas well.— -Adrian IHmes.
The pulp-mill in Utica, Macomb
county, has shut down, and probably
will not lx; started again, on account of
the scarcity of wood aud the failure of
the proprietors.
Charles Stillwell, son of James
Stillwell, of Schoolcraft, fell from an
apple-tree, striking his head upon a
marble slab and receiving injuries which
are believed to be fatal.
J. II. Stevens has platted a large
quantity of lands into village lots at the
place where the county seat of the new
county of Montmorency is designated
by act of Legislature.
During the season just closed over
two thousand bushels of whortleberries
were shipped from Baldwin, Lake
county. The pickers received an av-
erage price of $2.50 per bushel for
them*
Port Sanilac stood it without a sa-
loon for a time, but finally a man was
found who in some way* dodged the
$10, 000-bond resolution of the trus-
tees, and got into the business on a
$4,000 bond.
Bellevue Gazette: One day last week
four generations sat down to dinner at
the residence of W. A. Judd, consisting
of two grandmothers and two great-
grandmothers. The aggregate number
of years represented by the four grand-
mothers was 245. Taking one of each
generation the sum of their ages was
140.
Linden Record: Quite a number of
farmers in this county complain that a
new pent has made its appearance in the
shape of a worm that attacks their corn.
The worm is of a dark color, and eats its
way into the heart of the cob. They
are puzzled to know whether it is the
army-worm or some other new-fangled
animal
A horse in Vermontville, Eaton coun-
ty, being turned loose 'in a field where
some log heaps hod been burned, select-
ed a pile of ashes to roll in. Then pres-
ently ft rain drenched that horse, and
the action of the water upon the ashes
that clung to him made a strong lye
which ate hair, hide and flesh, and it
was thought the horse would die.
The Commissioners appointed by
Gov. Jerome to represent the State at
the meeting of the American Pomolog-
ical Society at Boston havetissued a cir-
cular stating that it is necessary, on
account of expense, to collect the speci-
mens at a central point, aud have desig-
nated Lansing as the place. To facili-
tate the collection, the Commissioners
have distributed the territory of the
Lower Peninsula as follows : North-
eastern Michigan, Prof. W. J. Beal,
Lansing; Southeastern Michigan, E. H.
Scott, Ann Arbor ; Southwestern Michi-
gan, T. T. Lyon, South Haven ; North-
westem Michigan, J. G. Ramsdell,
Traverse City ; Central Michigan, W.
K. Gibson, Jackson, assisted by H.
Dale Adams, of Galesburg. The State
Fruit Committee of the Amercian Porno-
logical Society has also issued a circular
requesting the pomologists of Michigan
to forward to its Chairman, H. Dale
Adams, of Galesburg, l>efore September,
all information possible concerning fruit
and fruit-growing in this State.
Brutal Courage.
Two muscular men of Kildare, Ark.,
agreed to settle their quarrel with %
single blow of the fist, to be struck by
the winner of a tossed coin, and unre-
sistingly received by the loser anywhere
above the belt. The man whom change
condemned to take the blow stood up
bravely, and though he sought to avoia
some of its force by offering no resist-
ance, it felled him heavily, breaking his
nose, and leaving him insensible for
several hours.
Lemon Melons.
Mr. Joe Beasley, an experimental
gardener near Columbus, Ga., has suc-
ceeded in raising some melons with a
delicious lemon flavor. He make an in-
cision in the vine a short distance from
the root, to which he attaches a lemon,
and, by means of absorption, the juice
is taken into the melons.
Pitch paper, the same as that used In
covering roofs, when cut into slips aud
placed in convenient situations under
carpets and behind sofas and chairs in a
room will effectually repel the moth mil-
ler from depositing its eggs. If similar
strips are placed inside the backs aud
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XILK A8 AV AILXENT.
An EagHsb physician, Dr. Duckworth,
of the Royal College of Physicians, has
recently put forth un important paper in
the Practitioner on the insufficient use of
milk as a diet, and shows the serious eflect
of the neglect of this indispensable nutri-
ent on national health. His warning is
most timely in an age when so many arti-
ficial viands tend to destroy the appetite
for nature's simple and normal food sup-
ply. An eminent phy&iologlgt has pointed
out that while Mall other matters appropri-
ated by animals as food exist for them-
selves or for the use of the vegetable or
animal of which they form a constituent
part, milk is designed and prepared by
nature expressly as food and is the only
material throughout the range of organiza-
tion that is so prepared." Pure milk in
sufficient quantity Is as necessary for the
body as pure air, but, as Dr. Duckworth
shows, its use even among those who can
afford to buy it has so decreased even in
the rural districts ot Great Britain as to
amount almost to a milk starvation. The
minimum quantity required for the preser-
vation of health, he calculates, is five
quarts per diem to a family of ten, and
not less than a quart daily to each child.
"If this, or anything approaching this,
were the rule instead of the exception,”
he is confident that the disease of “rickets,
In its manifold phases, would be complete-
ly banished from this country, and a mut h
higher standard of health and robustness
would unquestionably prevail."
If this conclusion holds at nil true for
Great Britain it will hold much more so
for the United States. The humidity of
the British Isles insures a comparatively
equable climate, which makes few heavy
drains on the human system, while in
America, especially in the West and
Northwest, the ceaseless and extreme al-
ternations of temperature and the aridity
of the atmosphere, which induces great
waste of the body by evaporation, make
heavy demands upon its store of energy.
That store can only he kept up by good
nutrition, which milk, combining as it
does the four great staminal principles of
human ailment, is so admirably fitted
to supply. The prejudice which some
entertain against it, or the fancy
that it disagrees with them, may be re-
moved in many casea by adding to the
milk a little carbonate of soda or of lime
water, which will enhance Its digestibility
and when drunk for health purposes in
large quantities it is rectified by adding a
little i»epsin.
There can be no question that a large
number of men and women, inclined to
strumous and scrofulous hahil, amEinin,
catarrh and cousumplion would be saved
from premature decrepitude or wasting
disease by resorting to a generous milk
diet. The iucreasing ainjunt of food
Second Edition cf Job.. >
Mrs. Ogden, N. Division Street, Buffalo,
says: "I cannot be too thnokful that 1
was induced to try your Spring Blossom.
I was at one time afraid I should never be
able to get out again. I seemed to be •
l :cond edition of Job without bia path nee ;
my face and body were one vast collection
of boils and pimples; since taking one
bottle of your Spring Blossom I am quite
cured, all eruptions have disappeared, und
I feel belter tluio I have in a long tune."
Price 00 cents, trial bottles 10 cents.
jgpwtot sttotitng.
A bkautiful assortment of new styles
of felt hats, for young men and boys.
Call and examine them at the store of29-tf D. BE RTSCTI.
WANTED— Reliable agents in every
town of the Union, to sell the best Lith-
ograph Pictures, ever published. Address:
H. M. Buhrmnn, 128 Monroe str., Grand
Rapids, Mich. __ 28-tf.
Look out for a new stock of the most
beautiful fancy ribbons ever brought to
town, in the store of
D. BERTSCH.- - - —
Fink smoking and chewing tobaccos
on hand at the novelty store of
24-1 f E. 8. DANGREMOND.
i^rertwfinents.
CUB. BERDAN’S MUSIC HOUSE,
254 Woodward Ave., Detroit,
Cornet* and Bawd Ina'rnmem* of every descrip-
tion Plnno* and Oigans at wholesale and reUil.
Oicbeaira. Band and Sheet Mnslc. Ti e moat cora-
pleic stock in Michigan. Catalogue* sent True.
Address, O. F. BERDAN,
2&-2Cw 254 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Dr. Merwln’a Electro-Magnetic Battery.
A newly discovered cure for all Diseases of
Women. Send at cnee for bo.k giving full
Information free. Address,
W. R. MEBWUf, M. D., Dmtorr, Mien.
2S-eow-ly
J. Van Landcgend
$25 TO $50 PER DAY,
Can easily be made by using the
Celebrated
WELL AUGER AND
In any Part of the Country.
We mean it, and are pre-
paired to demonstrate the fact.
They are operated by either
Man, Horse or Steam Power,
and bore very rapid. They
range in size
3 INCH TO 4 1-2 FEET IN
. DIAMETER,
and will bore to any
REQUIRED DEPTH!
They will bore successfully
and satisfactorily in all kinds
of Earth, Soft Sand and Lime-
stone, Bituminous Stone Coal,
Slate, Hard Pan Gravel, Lava,
Builders’ Serpentine and Con-
glomerate Rock, and guar-
anteed to make the very best
of Wells in Quick Sand. They
are light running, simple in
construction, easily operated,
durable, and acknowledged as
the best and most practical
Machine extant. They are en-
dorsed by some of the highest
State Officials. We contract
for prospecting for Coal, Gold,
Silver, Coal Oil and all kinds
of Minerals.
Also for sinking Artesian Wells
and Coal Shafts, &c. We also fur-
nish Engines, Boilers Wind Mills,
Hydraulic Rams, Horse Powers,
Brick Machines, Mining Tools, Port-
able Forges Rock Drills and Machin-
ery of all kinds.
Good active Agents wanted in
every Country in the World. Address
WEmH mmm supply depot,
511 ’Walnat Street,
SAINT LOUIS, - MISSOURI.
Stale in whet paper yon *aw thin. 21-1 y
adulieralhiD, through the mulilplicaiion of
gluc'je and oleomargarine lactoriea, ought
to have the effect of popularizing a dick tic
article which nature has provided and
which cannot be tampered wttli without
exposing the fraud to easy detection.
Bone and sinew will not make a nation,
but the grave nutritional loss growing out
of the disuse of Ibis elf nentary article of
food will ultimately make a hardy rare a
nation of dwarfs, and it is well known
that the hardiest race on the globe, the
Kirghiz of Central Asia, under the most
terrible climatic extremes, have little el-e
to live on hut the milk of their herds.—
N. Y. Herald.- ----- -
Tub Ottawa county board of examin-
ers has adopted the following schedule of
examinations:
Special examination at Grand Haven in
the Court House, Sept. 2, 1881.
Special examination at Berlin, in school-
house, Sept. 8, 1881.
Special examination at Hudsonville,
school house, SepU 0.
Regular examination at Grand Haven at
Court House, Oct. 28.
Special examination at Holland, time to
be fixed.
Regular examination at Grand Haven in
Court House, March, 1882.
All examinaliona to he both oral and
written and to begin at 9 a. m.
At the spqglal examinations in the year
1881 only third grade certificates will be
Cranted.
•I AS. F. ZwEMKU,
Sre’y Board of Examiners.
-- ----- -
lncr«4i*ole.
7. A. Scratch, druggist, Ruthvcn, Out.,
writes: “ I have the greatest confidence in
.your Burdock Blood Bitters. In one case
with which I am personally acquainted
their auccess was almost Incredible. One
lady told me that half a bottle did her
more good than hundreds of dollars' worth
of medicine she previously taken." Price
41.00, trial size M cents.
Fell Down.
Mr. Albert Anderson, York Street,
Buffalo, fell dowu stairs and severely
truised his knee. A few applications of
Dr. Thomas’ Eclectrlc Oil entirely cured
him.
Copper. Tin and ̂ hee. Iron worker; plant'd
aril > eair I. er; d<> « n'lkindx of iheut me nil
work o-der, o •vpr'r’n*.. A'*o driven Well*
pm down, a d in pi> ,>* repa ed. b.ove* re
palnda,id n.*. np.e c e.c. Inqu're a. the Hard-
ware store of J. K. K'eyu, Hollai.d, Mich. 35-ti
A Lecture to Young Men
ON THE LOSS OF
MANHOoOD
A Lista-i oa the Nature, Treatment, and Baikal Care
of aetnlnnl Weaknw. or Hpertnatorrhcen, induced
by Self-Abuse. Involuntary l-.m)s»ioii*. Impoteiicy,
Nervous Debility, and Impediments to Marriage
generally; Consumption, Kpilepey.Aud Fits; Men-
tal and Physical Incapacity. Ac.— By ROBKRTJ
CULVKRWELL, M. D. amhur of the ** Green
Book.” Ac.
Tnc worlc-renown-d author, in thl« admirable
Lecture, cleany provrs from bln own exper-
ience that thenwiul consequence* of helf Abuse
may be effectually removed without dangerous sur-
gical operations, bougies, instruments, ring*, or
cordials; pointing out a un de of cure at once cer-
tain and effectual, by w hich every snffere-, no mat-
ter what his condition may be, may cure himaelf
cheaply, piiv cly and radically.
t&T This Lecture will prove u boon to thousand*
and thousands.
Sent under seal, in a p’ain envelope, to any ad-
dress on receipt of six cents or two postage stamps.
wf. Have also a sure cure fur tape
WORM. Address
The Ottlverwell Helical Co.,







Ike Great EnropeaiEeiieiy-Dr. I. B. Suwon's
Specific Mediciae.
Tt I* a positive cure for Spermatorrhoea. Seminal
Weakness, I mpoteucy. ami all diseases resulting










cine Is helt g
used with _ _ 
wonderful success.--
Pamphelts sent free to all. Write for them and
get full particulars.
Price, Specific. *1 per package, or six packages
for $5. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPS JN MEDICINE CO..
Buffalo. N.Y.
Hold In Holland byD. R. Mkinos. 5l-ly.
Mortgage Sale.
pvEFAUL'T having been made in the conditions
I / of a mortgage executed by Dirk Kuiper and
Adriana Kuiper Ills wife, to Mary Metz dated
Sep-emher twen'y-fonrth. 1877. and recorded in
the Register's office of Ottawa county, cn October
ninth. I8r7. in Liber H. of mortgages, pa :1 8'.l ; on
wbieh mortgage there is claimed due. at this date,
one hundred *ixty four dollars md sixty cents,
and nosuit or proceeding having been InMltutpd
nt law to recover the debt secured by said mort-
vage. or any part thereof; Notice Is. therefoie.
her by given, that said mortage will be foreclosed
by sale at pohi o vendue, of the mortgared prem-
ise#, to-wit: the east half of lot numhenjrf three,
in block fffiy five city of Holland. Ottawa cii' tv.
Mlchl ;an. at the front door of the Ottnwa County
Court House In the City of Grand Hares, on
Ootohar third, 1881, at o'ja o'clock, alter-
noon, io par ibe sum due on said mortgage, with
Interest and costs.
Dated, July tilth, 1881.
MARY METZ, Uortgac*.
J. C. Post, Attorn*y. Zf-l fw
TWO TRIPS BAILY EARS
To the harbor of
MILLION!











Or Otto Breyman. Express Agent; or William*
Bros., City Hotel, Holland. Mich. 20-8m
AfiENTft.WANTKD for ib. B«it a»4 rut.*
Virt.rl.1 Bnoki tod Bible,, frier,
WM wdaetd » ptr ct. NkOatai P.bUih'x Ca.. Cbia*o. Ill
PoiitiTily Bir.orei the Biarla?, aaili -.h) only Abiolut*
Ca l fsrDiifien Xam
Tills Oil I* extracted from a peculiar species of
small WHITE HIIARK. n night in the Yellow Hen.
known as Carcharodon Rom/tUtH. Every Chinese
fisherman knows It. Its virtues as a res. o- stive of
hearing were discovered by a Buddhi-t Priest
about the year 1110. It* cure* were so uumemus
and BUU17 #o eemingly miraculous, that
the remedy was officially pr<*claimed over the en-
tire Empire. It# use became *o universal that for
ovr 390 yiin so Soifaost h*i oxlttid aaooz thi Cbheto
people. Sent, charges prepaid, to any address at $1
per bottle.
Only Imported Ij HATLO K ft CO.,
Sole Agents for America. 7 Dey St., New York.
Its virtues are nnquestlonab'e and Its curative
character absolute, as the writer can personally
tee.lfy. both from experience and obrervailon.
Among the many readers of the Review In one
part and another of the country, It la probable that
numbers are afflicted with deafness, and to such it
may be said: •* Write at once to liavlock A Co., 7
Dey Street, New York, enclosing $1. and you will
receive by return mail a remedy that will enable
you to hear like anybody else, and whose curative
effects will he permanent. You will never regret
doing zo "— Editor Herein tiU Retietc. 21-8m.
MENDELSSOHN PIANO 00.,
Will make, for the next 60 days only, a Grand Offer of
IPictnos and Organs.
$850 Square Grand Piano for only $245,
baa been added. as $245
'“ease *«nd reference If yon do not send money with order.
r*j*ht charges paid by ns both ways If PUno Is not just as
nds In qm. Send for Catalogue. Every Instrument fully
This Piano will be sent on teat trial. Pl se i t- o
Cash sent whh order will be refunded and f el ‘ ‘
presented In this Advertisement. Thousa
Warranted for five yesrs.
Hstory of Piano making. The new patent scale Uprights are the Finest tn America.
;«re make the finest Upright Pianos, of the richest tone and greatest durability. They
mended by the highest mnslcal authorities In the country. Over 11,000 In nse. an '
Bfore baying.
it« d and Desci
Plano folly warranted for 5 years.
JUBILEE ORGANS
Reeds, vis.: Mclodla, Celeste, Dlapsoti. Hub-hi
durability.  tie recom-
ins. Piano Catalogue mailed
lofted purchaser, Alt Pianos and Organs sent on 15 dsys* test trial*
Don t fair to write us before h  Positively we offer the best oargal ns. Piano Catalogue mailed
free. Handsome lllaatrah riptive Piano Catalogne of CO pages mailed for 0c. stamp. Every
Our New Style Jnhl'ee Organ In Japanese Case, called
the '• ORIENTAL,” Htyle 99. Is the handsomest, tastiest
and sweetest toned Parlor Organ ever offered the mnslcal
public. It contains FIVE OCTAVE**, FIVE seta of
« , . •Ulapeon, Hub-base and Cclestlna. Also FW«*2feaurt/w Sfona, as fol-
lows, via.: Melodia, Celeste, (a charming stop.) Dlnpson, Hnb-baee, Echo, Dulcet. Melodla Fbrte
Celeste-Forte, Expression. Treble-Couple. Celestlno. Bas- Coupler, Grand Organ, (which throws on the» -r "if ̂
choice wood*, and Is of an ei.tlrely new and beantlful design, elaborately carved, with panels, music
closet, limp stands, fretwork. Ac., all elegantly finished. Possesses all the lateat and best Improve-
ments. with great power, depth, brilllaney and sympathetic quality of tone. Beautlfnl solo effect# and
perfect stop action. Hegn ar retail price $275 Our whotmaU net c th price to have It introduced.
with stool and book, only fFT-as one organ sold sells others. Positively no dewlatioii In
Price, No payment required until you have fully tested the organ Tn vour own home, we send all
Organs on 15 day* teet trial and pay freight both ways If instrument la not as represented. Positively,
our Organs contain no - Bogus “ sots of Reeds, or - Dummy ” stops, as do many other*. We make ne
misrepresentations, and guarantee honest end fair dealing, or no aile. Fully wart anted for 5 years.
Other Styles $85. $50. $£7. $8\ $70. $75. $>5. etc. Over 34,000 told, and ̂ ery Ozramluui
given the fullest satisfaction. Organ Catalogue malOTee ’ Bna evory Urgan fla*
Factory and Warerooma, 67th St, and 10 Awe,
CUCCT MIKIP »t0T!*-th,rd Pr,cc. Catalogue of 8.000 choice pieces sent for 8c. stamp. Thla
OIILL I mUglU Catalogue Includes most of the popular music of the day and every variety of
musical comDos tloii, by the best authors. Add ess, 1
MENDELSSOHN PIANO CO., P. O. Itox 2058, New York City.
21-8mo
at the Hardware Store of
W. O. HVCELIS.
We the undersigned hereby testify that we have used the Superphos-
phate, advertised by Mr. Wm. 0. Melis, at Holland, on part of our wheat
lands, and that we h,;ve by experience that the wheat produced on the
lands manured by phosphate is considerable better; the straw is heavier,
about 2^ inches taller, and that the yield of grain was increased thereby
about 25 per cent.
Our intention is, to use it again next year.
W. DIEKEMA.
F. PLASMAN.
•Town Holland, Mich., July 12th, 1881. 27-tf
SI, 000 FORFEIT!!
The only permanent Core In the world. For par-
ticulate enclose two 8 cent stamps to
H. C. «M ITH, Coatlcook, P. Q.. Canada.
Or**' Swif*. and Certain. -Afcl
(Any paper canpnbllsh this fir $6 per year, with
lh|j note mid paper sent regularly.) 1-ly
QTARTLINCO DISCOVERY!
LOST MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful imprudence causing Prema-
ture Decay, Nervous Debility, Lost Maubooa, etc..
having t: it d in vain every known remedy, has dis-
covered a simple aelf cure, which he will send FREE
to his fellow-nifferera, address J, H. BEEVES.
43 Chatham »t.v K. Y.
i-iy
yfau jrn m,ooo aramis Brnerra, 0f wMeh I
WAN I Lll Buckeye Pile Ointment, VTarrr .tcdl#
(Mr* I ilo. AJJreii wilij lump, Dr. J. N. Tvbltr, SL .' ouU. Me.
HENRY CLEMONT. Almonte, 0., says he was so thoroughly disabled by Chronic Rheumatism that
he used two hmries, and is radlc <lly cu e . ^ , ,
H. A. I1KWITT, Montemy, Mich., says it works like a charm, and can’t be beat for Cougha, Cold".
Rhenmatlam and N ura gi . ^ .
J. W. M'Uer. Columbus, 0., says that a couple of doses cured his child of diphtheria, after all other
remedier had faile . '
J-UIN W ihitNhR, 1178 Michigan street, Buffalo, say* he had boon troubled for year* with Rheuma-
tism of the knee, but Kciectiic Oil ha* cured him thoroughly.
o. K. COMSTOCK. Caledonia, Minn., say* while suffering from inflammatory Rheumatism one appli-
cation gave lustaui relief, and two bottles cured him.
IS IT NOT WORTHY OF A TRIAL?
Sold by all Prnggistg. PRICE 50 cents and 11,00.
Goto D. R M8RN3S for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightness and dnrabillty of
colorthey are unequaled. Color 2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
1881. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1881.
Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, Laces, Beaded & Silk Fringes
JACKETS, CIRCULARS AND DOLMAFS,
FANS A PARA'OLS IN GREAT VARIETY-
Silk & Satins in all desirable Colors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,
Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canva#, Embroidery ,
SILK AND HAIR GOODS.
L & S. VAN DEN BERGE,
EIGHTH STREET ... - HOLLAND xj
1 " ,
lattittgs.
The ftabiox mania ia decreasing.
The days are still hot and dry, and the
nights cool.
Stbahobrs all pronounce Macatawa
Bay one of the finest in America.
Mr. J. VanderVeen and family, of
Coopersvllle, Mich., are in town flsiting
relatives.
The drouth is remarkable, and it is ex-
pected that com will be materially Injured,
and that the late potatoes will be quite
small.
The graveling job on Fish street has
been completed and the Common Council
has accepted it. On some places the
gravel put on was better than the sample
of the contract.
Dwellings are scarcer in this city than
at any time since the big fire. We know
of more than one roan who wants to get a
dwelling, but is unable to find one. This
don’t sound very bad for Holland.
Chris. De Vries, son of Mr. U. De VriesV
a lad of about 10 years of age, was run
over on Friday last, by a wagon loaded
with brick, on Fish street, but strange to
say, no bones were broken, although com
siderably hurt.
The only son of Mrs. A. Thompson, of
.this city, died/ of diphtheri^on Friday
laSI^ at Grand Rapids, while on a visit in
that city. J This is a very hard blow for
the .poow widow, and she has the sympa-
thy of the entire community.
The latest news from the President’s
bedside sounds gloomy, and hardly any
hope remains. The country seems to ex-
pect the report of his demise at any
moment, and perhaps it will flash over the
wires before this reaches the eyes of our
readers.
Several new camping parties went to
the harbor this week.
There is just as good fish in our Big
Bay as ever was caught.
Mrs. J. B. Van Dyke, of Chicago, waa
in town on Monday last, visiting her rela-
tives.
Men resemble the gods in nothing so
much as in doing good to their fellow-
creatures.— Crwv.
The Chicago and West Mich. R. H. Co.,
have purchased the necessary grounds,
near their depot so that the "Y” can be
constructed on their own grounds, with-
out interfering with Eighth street. Work
will be commenced forthwith, and when
completed the rail facilities will be mater-
ially increased.
A sad but nasty accident occurred on
Friday last near Noordeloos, about six
miles north from here. An eight-year
old daughter of Mr. John Kooyers, a
farmer, was missed through the day, and
upon search, found her in the evening,
standing on her head— dead— in the privy
vault. It is said that the child was known
to be be partially deranged.
The Grand Haven Newt Journal has
been purchased by Nichols & Benham,
who have commenced publishing the lit-
•publican. Mr. Nichols, we suppose, is H.
G. Nichols, of Allegan origin. Judging
from the character of the publishers of the
Herald, we presume they will allow a
second Republican paper to be published
in that place without any jealous opposi-
tion on their part, a thing that is not al-
ways Ctone.— Allegan Tribune.
Eagle Fire Company, of this city will
give an excursion on Friday, September
2nd, by rail, to Muskegon. A special
train will come from Zeeland, and the
railroad authorities having promised first-
class passenger coaches, a pleasant ride is
anticipated. Eagle Fire Co. has only re-
cently been reorganized, and need money
to fit out anew, and we hope our citizens
who feel inclined to pay a visit to the
greatest lumber manufacturing center of
the world, salt boring, car shops, &c., &c.,
will go this time, and thus help the boys
along. Tickets for the round trip, only
$1.00.
During the greatest part of this week
the city of Grand Rapids was dressed up
in her prettiest. The streets and many
blocks and dwellings were hung with
garlands and mottoes welcoming the
festive singers as they entered the city.
The city was crowded with people. The
singing on Tuesday afternoon by the
mannerchor’s was poor; the professionals
did well; but the feature of the concert
was the Orchestra under the direction of
Prof. Wellenstein. Financially, it cer-
tainly has proved a success, and the en-
terprlsing Germans of Grand Rapids will
try bard to havo a “Saengerfest” every
year.
By reading the proceedings of the Board
of Education our readers will notice that
once more the text books are to be changed
in our public schools, aqd once more It is
claimed that there is economy in it. This
we would like to see demooitrated. The
change has cost us money, and we pre-
sume it will again. This outlay would
not have occurred if the change had not
been ordesed, and how anybody can figure
economy out of such changes, we don’t
understand. Twice 2 is only 4, according
to our way of thinking, and we would not
believe the greatest theorist on earth if he
claims he can make out of it. This
changing of hooks crested extensive
grumbling, and not without reason, last
year, and what It will do this } ear can
better be imagined than described.
The old schooner Vermont has been
brought in here, is stripped, and will be
hauled out to be rebuilt.
The three-masted scow Contest is hauled
out at Anderson’s yard for repairs. Bbe is
to 'have a new bow and of a sharper
model. 1 * a.- — 0- • v
Quite a number of immigrants arrived
in the city on Thursday. Most of them
were taken care of by their friends and
taken into the country.
Macatawa Bay is the loveliest for boat-
ing, and excursions are still plenty.
List of letters remaining in the post-
office at Holland, Mich., Aug. 25, 1881:
Mrs. F. Gilbert, Paul Flessner, Mrs. H. J.
McGuire.
Wm. Verbeek, P. M.
Mr. A. D. Nelson, lessee ol the Phoenix
Hotel, deeming that the house was injured
too much by the recent removal of the
passenger depot, has closed it up. Rumor
has it that a new proprietor will open it
shortly.
The men who managed the fireworks
last Fourth of July at Myrtleville, Idaho,
are now on trial for their official acts on
that occasion. They soaked six shaggy
dogs in camphene, set fire to them, and
let them loose.
The biggest white perch ever caught in
the Ohio river was taken at Cincinnati
one day last week. It weighed thirty-one
pounds, and the “ lucky stones” over the
eyes were about the size of a silver twenty-
five cent piece, pearl-like In appearance,
and distinctly marked with a “2.”
We notice that several new pieces of
sidewalk are being laid. Well, it was
high timel We hope the Marshal will not
show any partiality. The poor places
must be fixed up or renewed. This city
has always had the name of having good
sidewalks, and there is no reason why we
should not keep them so.
The strockholders of the Holland Man-
ufacturing Company held a meeting on
Tuesday evening, August 23d, at which
meeting it was resolved “that the directors
of the company are authorized to call for
a second installment of five per cent on
the subscribed capital stock.” This com-
pany is gradually working into a business
of which the prospects .are flattering.
Saturday a bacbelorand a widow who
were friends arrived at Saratoga and
sought for hotel accommodations, but
found none. A single room whs finally
offered at one hotel, and the widow with
the ready tact of her sex suggested to the
bachelor that a wedding would make the
accomodations acceptable to both. They
proceeded to a clergyman’s house and
were married, but on their return the
vacant room had already been engaged.
They took a train for Niagara-tjf v
W. G. Nunnelly brought us a specimen
of flour on yesterday made from Egyptian
corn, raised by him this season. He
planted out four rows fifty yards long the
1st of April, from which he obtained
about a bushel. On yesterday ho carried
a half bushel to Cotton’s mills and had it
ground and bolted. He obtained sixteen
pounds of beautiful white flour, and has
promised to report what kind of bread it
makes. We feel confident that it will
make excellent bread. Mr. Nunnelly says
be can raise seventy-five bushels to the
acre, and thinks it will pay better than
corn or wheat, as stock all like it, and it
stands drouth.— Danfenef/y Arkantian.
The special election in the Township
of Holland, on Saturday last, resulted in
voting $300 for the proposed new North
Holland road. It was urged at the time
that the amount would be insufficient, but
this was met by the statement, that if such
was the case, it could be remedied at the
next spring election. Supervisor Diekema
acted very fair, explaining the call in an
unmistakable manner, and the unanimity
with which the money was voted was
really pleasant. The list of subsenbera,
In this city, lor the bridge across Black
River, was read to the meeting, and footed
np $400.00. The job to open this road
will be let, on the ground, on Monday
morning, at 9 o'clock, September 5tb,
1881, by the township authorities, and all
those who want to have a bid at it will do
well to be on band. We understand that
the city committee, who have in hand the
bridge building, will follow this up very
close by letting the job of building said
bridge, at an early day, but the day is not
yet set apart; however, we hope to be
able to announce the date in our next
issue. It is very pleasing to us to note the
alacrity with which this whole enterprise
seems to have been pushed, and it looks
as though our people had "turned over a
new leaf."
Mr. O. Breyman and bis sons went to
the harbor, on Wednesday last, to camp
out for a few days.
Ayer’s Ague Cure is a purely vegetable
bitter and a powerful tonic, free from
quinine or any mineral substance, and al-
ways cures the severest cases.
Rev. H. Uiterwijk, of Grand Rapids,
and Rev. E. C. Oggel, of Chicago, are in
the city, and will occupy the pulpit of
Hope Church to-morrow (Sunday) morn-
ing and evening.
A Canadian Government commission
reports that civil service appointments in
that country are "made by political influ-
ence without examination as to qualifica-
tion.” Examinations are recommended.
Several of the best rooms in the City
Hotel have been refurnished at a great ex-
pense, and arrangements are being made
to make the house more comfortable for
the weary traveler during the cold and
stormy season.
Ten of thousands of swallows have this
summer taken to coming nightly to roost
ou a small island in Sandburgh creek, near
Ellenville, N. Y. Their chatter from the
rocks above Is said to sound almost like
the hum of bees.
Baeder & Jarrow’s Dramatic Variety
Company broke up here after having
played to a slim house on Monday night.
The performance was crude and deserved
worse treatment than it received. Their
financial embarrasment retained them
here until Wednesday, when they scattered
and left for parts unknown.
Our readers will find the Ionia Hou.e,
nt No. 44 Ionia street, Grand Rapids, op-
posite the Union R. R. depot. You will
find its proprietor, Mr. W. Fox, always
on hand to attend to your wants. He is
genial and trustworthy, and we safely rec
ommend him to our friends. It is very
convenient for travelers to have a safe
place to step into, to ask for information,
etc., etc. Give him a call.
Real Estate Transfers in Ottawa
County.
For (he week ending Aug. 24, 1881.
This list includes only such as seem to
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small, not given.
flerman S. Nordholt and wife to John Oudman et
al, » # lot 4, blk 2, Broujjerraa’e Add., Bprtng
Jamen Pb^tp*, Jr. et al to James Waldle, E 34 NW N W X, See. 3-6-14. $75.
Austin P. Tiffany and wife to Thomas J. Callozan,
N W 34 8 34 N E 34. Sec. 17—8—14. $1,000.
Wlelhelm Zoener aud wife to IWl Thielman,
partoflot l,blk6, Akelevs Add. $200.
Cornelius L. Pierce and wife 10 John McFie, N 27
rods W fr. Sec. 2-S-18. $50.
Jonn McFie and wife to Llnnie 8. Soule, N 27 rods
W fr, Sec. 2 -6—16. $150.
Ruth Brouwer etal to James A. Brouwer, part E
34 lot 1 blk 36, Holland. $600.
Emma A. Hopkins to Cyrus P. Brown, part lot 7,
Sec. 15-8-16. $75.
Marla Kanters, et al to Geert Rlemersma, W 34 W
34 K 34 8 W 34 and part W 34 » W 34. Sec. 14-5
-15. $1,350.
The Council of Hope College to John Grootenhnls
part N E 34 Sec. 20-5-15 Holland city. $87.
Herman S. Burke and wife to Rlckel DeKock, part
lots 4 and 5 See. 7-7-14. $1,100.
Adam Wagoner to Edwin G. Wellman, 8 E J4 N E
34 Sec. 18-7-14. $450.
M. Howland to Sybrand Van der Meer, blk 24, 25,
26 and 27, Eastmanville. $1,050
Uradus Klleman to John Grafiema, E 4 W >4 N E
14, Sec. 27-9-13. $2,5*).
Cornelia De PuttertoC&W M R RCo-.rlohlof way
66 ft across 1348E34andS34N348'K34, Sec.
18-5-14. $200.
Harm Kragt and wife to C & W M R R Co., right
of wav 60 ft across 834 N EJ48ec. 22-5-15. $250.
Seymour G. Cook and wife to Richard Skula, part
N E Sec. 16-5—13. $2(5.
Louis Jacobusen and wife to Anneus J. Hllle-
brands. 8 34 lot 7 Add. 1, Holland City. $300.
Wm. B. Gilmore et al to Jan H. Boone, W 34 b W
34, Sec. 25-6-15. $900.
Zoan Bontarlo per sheriff to Chauncey A. Lilli-
bridge, part 8 W 34, Sec. 25-8-18. $700.12.
GRAND HAVEN ITEMS.
Dr, VanderVeen has been confined lo
his bed for a week past with a severe al
tack of malarial fever.
The examination of the Green and Aul
guire murder case is progressing very
•slowly, and waa adjourned on Wednesday
until September 1st.
It is remarkable how many persons are
being injured in the saw and shingle mills
in this city during this season. Hardly a
day passes but some unfortunate person is
having one or more fingers amputated
through the agency of these circular saws.
—
There have been more dwelling bouses
erected lu this city during this summer
tbsn has been the case for several years,
and still bouses are in demand and rents
high, so that many strangers have been
obliged to go away again, being unable to
obtain house-room.
Messrs. Van Dongen & Jooker have
the Job of building a new school bouse on
Columbus street, in the First Ward. The
building Is to be one story bigb, 10 feet in
tbe clear, veneered with brick and with a
slate roof, and will not alone be very com-
modious, but according to tbe plans, will
have a very tasty appearance.
Tdb new steam barge building at Rob*
ertson’i yard is planked and ceiled, and it
is proposed to have her running thia fall.
She ia built after the model of tbe A. Soper,
which waa launched at tbe same yard last
spring and prove* to be one of the fulest
barges In tbe trade, but will be about ten
feet longer— to accommodate the stowage
of lumber in her hold.
GREAT SALE OF
BlackSilksl Black Cashmeres
; At Prices that musk insure the entire cleiv'r * out of
the whole Line in a ve: / sho fc ti e.
We offer extra heavy Gros Grain Silk at $1.00 that cannot be matched
for less than $1.25.
We will sell American Silk at $\ 0, sold every .' e else at .35
We oTer several pieces of extra nne Cashmere nnish at $1.10, cheap
for U.C5.
We offer one line at $1.25, worth $1.50.
We sell a Black Silk at $1.00 that c-nnot be bought in this city for less
than $2.00.
BLACK CASHMERES.
Fine all wool Cashmeres 30c, former price 05c.
Extra fine and heavy 00c, cheap for 75c.
46 inches wide 75c, worth $1.00.
Extra heavy 46-inch 00c, former price $1.25.
As these prices are special and will not last long ladies would do well to give them
an early examination and secure a bargain before they are all sold.
F. W. ’WURZBURG.
OOR. CANAX. as BRONSON STS.
Grand Rapids, Midi.
Open every evening with 4 Electric Lights, making oar store in the evening u fight •• dav. Ex-
clusive Agency of the celebrated perfect flttlng Domestic Paper Fashions.
iST Alv person having material amounting to $3 or upward, will receive a pattern tree of charge.
9-li
Is the only sure care for the destruction of the
Pin Worm, and It also taken the Stomach and Tape
Worm. No physic is necessary. Price, only 25




The only medicines nsed without taming the
stomach wrong aide out. I warrant the cure of
NEURALGIA,
providing It Is used according to direction.
Price 80c per bottle.
FOR SALE BIT ALL LRTTOOISTS.
GEO. G. STEKETEE, Sole Proprietor.





C. STEKETEE & BOS,
on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries.— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kluda of Farmers Produce. Provisions,
Etc., Etc.
Alto a very large ard ascortsd stock of
DRY GOODS
Which we Intend to keep as complete as possi-
ble embracing all the latest and best made fabrics
Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
;C STEKETEE A BOS.
Hollavd, Sept. 30th, 1880.
Otto Breyman
- Dealer In -
Jewelry, Welches,
SilTCTirt, Pktdnn, ui Fwi Booh,
I have engaged tbe Mirvicei of Mr. N.
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
mechanic, who will do tbe repairing of
watches, 10 that our work can be war-
ranted.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
(I will also keep on hand a fall line of
SPECTACLES
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
I have, and intend to keep on hand a
superior lot of MUSICAL INSTRU-
MENTS, lucb as Violins, Guitar*, Bangos,
Accordeona, etc., etc.
Come and examine oar stock. No
trouble to show Goods.’
O. BREYMAN.
Holland. Mich , Jan. 1, 1881. 48-ly
Now is the chance
for Farmers.
Our popular wagon manufacturer
J. FLIEMAN,
Offers his superior made wagons Just as cheap
as anybody sells them In Zealand, and claima that,
they are a
Better wagon in every way
Call andExamine.
Also keeps on hand a line of
AND
Open and Top Buggies,
ALSO AGENT FOR





A floe assortment of all kinds of
Dress Goods.
-A full line of-
SHAWLS,




A fall line of Hosiery, Skirts tad a alee assort- •
ment of white shirts, ate. »v
—‘—A full Una of~*—
BOOTS and SHOES
We have excellent TEA for 25 cents per
pound and upward.
Eastern Salt at Bottom Prices.
A fall line of CANNED GOODS. P1CKL/8 sod
aeumpletelinoof
GROCERIES
Always on baud at
P. A A. BTKKETKB.
Holla xd. May. 18th, 1881.
* the noBroi,ocvE or death.’
Ant time in their preMnt form.]
Mhctllmenot! Men here mlectlM me much ;
Ban given hanh names and harsher thonghta ti
me,
eviled and evilly entreated me,
Built me ttrango templeiUo an unknown God ;
Then called me idol, devlT, unclean thing,
And to rude insult bowed my godhead down.
Mlt-cali me not ! for men have marred my form,
And iu the eartb-horu grossnew of their thought
Have coldly modeled me of their own clay,
Then fear to look on that themselves have made,
llbcall me not 1 ye know not what 1 am,
Hut ye sliull see me lace to face, and know. ‘
t take all tibrrow s from the sorrowful.
And teach ihe jnylul what it i« t » Joy;
I gi.ther m my lam.-iocked harnor's clasp
The sha tered venae s of a vexed world;
Ami oyen tbf t.iueat ripple upon Ufo
la, to my Hubiime calm, an tropic atorm.
When other lenchcruft fails the breaking brain,
1, only, own the anodyne to still
Its eddies into vUionless repose ;
The face, distorted with lift’s latest pang,
I emooth, iu passing, with an angel-wlng;
And from briieath the quiet eyelids steal
A now and nobler beauty to the rest
tittle me not: the plagues that walk the earth,
Tne wasting pain, the sudden agony,
iTkmine and war, and pestilence, and all
The terrors that have darkened round my namo-
Tbese are the plagues of Life— they are not mine;
Vex while! tarry, vanish when I come,
Instantly melting into perfect peace,
As at His word, whoso Master-spirit I am,
The troubled waUiaa alept on Galilee.
When I withdraw the velf that hides my face.
So melt I with a look the iron bonde
Of the soul’s jai!Q», bwd Mortality.
Gently— so gently— like a tired child,
Will I infold thee; but thou durst nol look
Upon mv fsce, and stay. In the busy haunts
Of human iir.--in the temple and the street,
And when the blood runs fullest in the veins —
Unseen, oudrcanied of, 1 am often by,
Divided from the giant in his strength
But t y the thickness of this misty veil.
Tender I am, not cruel; when I take
The shape most hard to human eyes, and pluck
The little baby-blosaom yet unblown,
’Tis but to graft it on a kindlier stem,
And lesping o’er the perilous years of growth,
Uoaweptof sorrow, and unscathed of wrong,
Clothe it at once with rich maturity.
Tia I that give a soul to Memory,
For round the follies of the bad I throw
Tho man tie of a kind forgetfulness; <
While, canonized iu dear love’s calendar,
I sanctify the good for evermore.
Miscall we not ! my generous fullness lends
Home t • the homeless; to the friendless, friends;
To the starved babe, tho mother’s tender •roast;
Wealth to the poor, and te the restless— Beet.
—London lS]>crtalor.
“Go off and leave a will ; get some
fellow to swear i’m dead ; let her marry
Davis, and then turn np unexpectedly
'tnd raise thunder with the whole
thing!”
•* Too rislty. It might pay to let on
that you are dying, and trust to luck for
her to anticipate your death. You
might lie uncon scious—non compos
mentis, or something of that sort — for a
few weeks, and be unable to say any-
thing about the marriage. Then, just
b iore tho ceremony, you can get well
enough to express an opinion against it,
uni, by virtue of your guardianship,
claim that site has forfeited all right to
the estate. She needn’t hoar of it,
though, till tho knot is tied.”
“ Can that be put through legally ?”
“ Yes, by the aid of a little money !"
“ It will be worth five thousand dollars
to you if you can do it.”
“ I can try it, anyhow.”
“Amos, you’re a trump ! You and I
were always good Inends, even wlien 1
used to lick you at school ; and wo ought
to give each other a lilt whenever we can
— eh?”
“ Yes ; I will do all I can. It will be
a rflippery business, but I think I can do
it.”
“Good! Let us have a glass of
brandy and water on it. My hand
isn’t very steady this morning, and I
need a little something to regulate my
nerves. ”
A few days after this, Cyril Palmer
informed his sister that he felt “ very
queer,” and was going to New York to
consult a physician. He hod been threat-
ened with an attack of mania a potu,
and she naturally supposed that, as he
still drank excessively, this tendency ‘Was
returning. It ft humiliating to my hu-
manitarian instincts to be obliged to con-
fess that her only thought was of the
probability of her speedy acquirement
of her own liberty and her brother’s
share of tho property.
A letter from tho city— received a fort-
night later, and signed by a somewhat-
evk-brated, though unscrupulous, meth-
od ht
A BadJ.ot,
On a June morning in the year 1875,
Maj. Cynl Palmer and his irieud, Amos
Maxwell, sat in the bay window of the
former’s country house, discussing a
certain weighty and private family af-
fair.
The Major — or rather ex-Major, foi
he retired from the army after serving
in the late war — was a man of 40,
bronzed, wrinkled, a trifle gray, stern-
featured and leaden-eyed. Though quite
wealthy, he affected a disorderly pov-
erty of dress, and indulged in those
habits of cheap dissipation which mark
the decadence of so many scions of old
and influential country families.
Maxwell— a small attorney, of political
aspiratiops — was a very diflerent man in
outward semblance to the ex-officer,
though their characters were quite simi-
lar. In place of tke Major’s brown and
toughened face, ornamented with a
coarse nose, a thick bristly mustache
and those side ̂ whiskers which define
the lower line of the inferior maxillary
bone, the lawyer presented a pale, sharp
countenance, smoothly shaven, and al-
most devoid of character. The habits
which had left the Major’s cheeks and
nose empurpled by tiny veins, which re-
mained injected with blood, had in-
creased the pallor of the attorney’s face
and made it more striking by sundry
black specks and piniples{ which were
horribly suggestive of mortification. In
place of the Major’s bull neck and ro-
tund chest, his friend exhibited a throat
like that of a turtle, and a cavernous
thoracic region. Their dress, too, was
almost at opposite extremee. Th** offi-
cer sported his clothes, and the lawyer
was merely covered by his. The former
wore a dark-blue frogged frock coat,
gray pantaloons, a small glazed cap
with gilt buttons, and carried a heavy
malacca cane; while the latter wore a
conventional suit of rusty black, and a
silk hat, half covered with bombazine in
lieu of crape.
“ If I liad the whole property,” re-
marked the Major, “I could live very
comfortably. It is not enough for two,
however ; and the sooner ! can get Liz
married off the better.”
“ But she won’t marry against the pro-
visions of your excellent father's will.”
replied Maxwell. “You can’t make her
marry young Davis unless she wants to.
If I underetaud it, she is to marry the
•one you approve of, or lose her half of
the estate,”
“Yes.”
“ Well, the chances are— you’ll excuse
me— the chances are that she will out-
live you twenty years. If you die, the
'-whole goes to her, don’t it ?”
“ Yes,”
''Then what are you going to do about
it ? I don’t see how you can gain any-
thing by her marrying.”
^•“1 can’t, Unless I make her marry
aomebody 1 disapprove o£” -t X I
“She isn’t a fool. She won’t marry
for love in a cottage, and lose her proper-
ty by it.” , ^ . 1
Maj. Palmer was forced to confess that
he didn’t think it likely. No one who
had ever seen the cold, still, dispassion-
ate, totally selfish beauty of Elizabeth
Palmer could have suspected her of any
such weakness.
cal practitioner-conveyed er news of
the Major’s severe and perhaps danger-
ous illness. She was warned that he
Just after the ceremony had been per-
formed, Elizabeth Davis, nee Palmer, re-
ceived a telegram from New York, as
follows:
New Yoke, Oct. 8, 1858.
Elizabeth Palmer : Dou’t marry Pavla. I
am recovering, and forbid the niamago.
Cyril Palmer.
The message fell like a thunderbolt
upon the newly-married couple, who had
fancied Cvril dying. Before they had re-
covered from their alarm and astonish-
ment, or decided what to do, the Major
returned — looking a little worn out, per-
haps, but by no means so emaciated as
they had reason to expect. His first
communication with his sister was a dec-
laration tiiut he should never consent to
the match, and, if possible, should not
allow her u furlhiug.**
Legal steps were immediately taken,
and the ex-oflicer, having seen nothing
of his crony, Maxwell, for some days,
called upon him for advice as to the best
mode of procedure.
“ I am sorry, my dear Major,” said the
cadaverously respectable little lawyer,
“ but I really cannot act in your behalf
any further/’
“ What |”
“I have discovered that our proceed-
ings were illegal, and I cannot go on
with them. Indeed, I have been retained
by Mr. Davis to conduct his side of the
case !”
The Major was tho thunderstruck
party now.
“ Why, you infernal little rascal,” said
he, getting dangerously purple in the
face, “ what do you mean ? Are you go-
ing to betray me ?”
“ Don’t use hard words, sir. I know
my business, I believe ; and this is my
office. ”
“ I know it is : and I take this op-
portunity ol kicking you out of your
own premises !” replied the Major, with
a terrific oath. Tho next moment
Maxwell was sprawling on tho walk,
outside of his office door, and Palmer
was standing over him brandishing his
cane.
“Assault and battery ! You shall sweat
for this 1” cried tho lawyer.
‘ ‘And you smart for it now, don’t you ?”
of the military style, was shockingly
seedy, looking as though he was in the
habit of sleeping in his clothes.
The waiter who took the order brought
him the morning paper and a brandy
cocktail, as he directed, to “ steady his
nerves,” dreV down the box curtain, and
went to order the eggs aud coffee on
which the Major always breakfasted.
It was still early, arid the only persons
in the saloon were the barkeeper and
this one waiter. While the latter was
gone, the barkeeper heard a groan— a
convulsive movement — a struggle in the
box where the Major sat — and ran to see
what was the matter.
It was not much— the Major was only
dying of apoplexy 1
He had come to New York with a
strong belief that he could work upon
his sister’s feelings of sympathy and pity
sufficiently to persuade her into blow-
ing him to live with her free of expense.
He promised himself that he would be-
have kindly toward her, and pass the
rest of his days in quiet idleness, with-
out harming anybody, or being harmed.
After the existence he had led, this
prospect seemed delightful to him, and
it is not strange that his disordered and
ruined system should have given way
under the shock which the following
newspaper announcement gave him, as
lie ran his eye down tUe marriage no-
tices :
“ Maxwell— Davis— On tho 10th, at
Palmer’s Landing, by the Rev. John
Biblebanger, Amos Maxwell, Esq., to
Mrs. Elizabeth Palmer Davis, relict of
the late Wm. Davis, all of Palmer’s
Landing.”
So, while the one rascal was entering
upon the enjoyment of tho entire Pal-
mer estate of over $60,000, tire other
rascal was dying alone and unfriended.
The assumed name lie had borne
served to prevent any one from identity
mg him, and his very grave is forgot-
ten among the thousands in Potter’s
Field. _ 
Cotton Mather and the Quakers of
1682.
Times change, and men change with
them. So do their views of what is
PERRY DAVIS’
Pain-Killer
. , | ------ ---- -7 *• , i light and just. To da’v the Friends are
might not live but a few days longer ; 8aid the Major, laughing grimly as he i,eid in fHii(,W8hip bv tiie Christian peo-
and, although he could not see any one | strode away. V ; plt?> mul*their pr^cjierfl aro wel -orae*d to
sheVusUmld hersei^reaiVy to J visit him ! He did not laugh long, however. On the pulpits of other denominations,
at anv time. sending to get the titles, etc., to the j Two hundred years ago, the great New
- " - " ! »irm\nrt\7 nJii/tVi 1>o<1 l\oon maria < ivar tn Elichiud divine. Gottoll Mather,
them the
She immediately began making prep-
arations for her marriage, as privately
as possible, with young Davis, who had
squandered his own wealth, and desired
to squander that of the Palmers.
Before long, another missive irom the
doctor announced that the Major lay in
a state of apathy, unable to recognize
any person, and evidently beyond the
reach of science. If his sister wished to
see him alive, she had oest come at
once. She did so, for the sake of the
world’s opinion, and found him in bed,
in a darkened chamber, apparently un-
conscious. In a period of previous lu-
cidity he hod arranged all his affairs,
and left her sole heir to and mistress of
the entire property.
Once assured of this fact, the young
lady had no hesitation in prosecuting
her plans. Amos Maxwell showed her
the greatest friendliness, and finished by
advising her to marry young Davis, il
she wished, immediately.
“ You will pardon me, Miss,” he said,
“ if I speak plainly, but it is my habit
No one had a greater regard for your
brother, the Major, than L We were
fast friends from boyhood, though our
paths differed widely. But he is now
gone, as far as practical results are con-
cerned, and I do not see why his preju-
dices should be respected, when they are
of such an unjust nature. I have often
tried to reason him out of his dislike to
AD. Davis, but in vain. I drew up his
testament, and can assure you that, at
the moment of his death," you wdil be
entirely free in this respect. Now, if
you wait till then, it will seem in bad
taste to marry before you have left of!
jour mourning. My advice is for you
to marry before you put it on.”
Tins was apparently sound counsel,
aud Davis seconded it with all Ins might.
Miss Palmer thought it over, coolly and
collectedly, weighing all the chances,
and finally decided that she hail best fol-
low the suggestions of her lawyer and
her lover.
In a very short space of time all tho
arrangements for the wedding were
completed. The Major, who was enjoy-
ing a loose sort of life in town, and re-
ally bringing himself nearer to his
feigned condition than he would have
liked to acknowledge, was kept well in-
formed of all the movements of Davis
and Miss Palmer by Amos Maxwell,
who acted as legal adviser on both sides.
On the eve of the marriage, the law-
yer suggested the possibility of a partial
failure to the Major.
“ When they find you’ve recovered,
they will use every exertion to retain
possession of their half of tho estate,”
said he ; “ and, though the terms of the
will are explicit ifi commanding Eliza-
beth to marry according to your wishes,
yet it is venr difficult to keep a legal
heiress out of her property by any such
provision in this country. If they
choose to go to law and fight hard, you
will be likely to lose the suit.”
“ The deuce I will 1 ”
“Yes; and tho court may suspect a
j conspiracy, too — in which case you will
property wvhich had been made over to





letter, aud think he was doing God serv-
ice. The letter is said to have been dis-
covered among some old papers in the
Massachusetts Historical Society, and
bears date, “September ye 15, .1682,”
and is addressed to “Ye aged aud be-
that he knew nothing about Maj. Palmer’s
affairs, and cared less than he knew. The
property had been assigned in due form,
with all the necessary precautions, and
Amos Maxwell could keep it ad well as
not, il he chose. The fact dawned upon , , _ , tT. . „
the Major’s mind, gradually, that hediad *oved John Higmi-on :
been a aupe ana was now a beggar. In
trying to overreach hte sister he had been
overreached himself, just as she had
nearly fallen victim to her own covet-
ous desire for his share of the parental
legacy.
Having still the reputation of being
wealthy, Maj. Palmer found little diffi-
culty in procuring another lawyer, and
There he now at sea a shippe (for
one Friend, Elias Holdcroft, of London,
did advise me by the kst packet, and it
would sidl sometime in August, called ye
Welcome.) R. Green was master, which
has aboard a hundred or more of ye
heretics and malignants, called Quakers,
with W. Penn, who is ye scamp at ye
head of them. Ye General Court has
accordingly given secret orders to Masterdetermined to leave no stone unturned j ^ »^rei oruers io Master
to be avenged upon Amos. He first on- 1 M»lR,chl Huxl,'l:t! bn? Porpoise, to
gaged in a suit with his sister for the en- I a^e ̂ e 8“lJ Uolcome “ar
forcement of the terms of the will, and
for a long time the war was waged with
great skill on both sides. The mdornit-
ye
coast of Codd as may be, and make cap-
tives of ye said Penn and his ungodhe
crew, so tlmt ye Lord may be glorified
able unscrupidousness of Maxwell, who i an<1 ,“'t m“ked on. J™. 8Hil of tb,.> Ilew,
was retained by the defendants, tri-
umphed finally, and the Major found
liimself without a home, without means
and heavily in debt.
There was nothing to be done except
to wreak military vengeance upon all
parties, so the ex-officer sat down and
wrote to Amos, accusing him of having
misrepresented, turned traitor, sw indled
and committed various other uugentle-
manly actions, for all which he must
have “satisfaction.”
The only answer to this was a warrant
for the Major’s arrest. Sending a chal-
lenge is an infraction of the law.
As soon as tins new misfortune was
settled, the victimized Major, still
smarting for revenge, challenged Davis,
who readily accepted. Singularly
enough, although Maxwell lived in the
same house with Davis — the former
country-seat of the Major, in fact — and
enjoyed the greatest intimacy with his
quondam clients, betook no steps what-
ever to have the challenger arrested
again. On the contrary, lie counseled
Davis to fight, and “settle the business
once for all.”
The cold, gray daylight of a Novem-
ber morning broke upon a barbarous
scene, enacted by Cyril Palmer, Will-
iam Davis and two or three of their ac-
quaintances. As the sun rose, dull and
ghastly the simultaneous report of two
pistols rang upon the misty air, and
Davis fell, dving, with a terrible wound
in his left side.
His antagonist, wko had raised a little
money in expectation of the emergency,
immediately fled to the West, where he
remained in the obscurity of an incogni-
to for a year, supporting himself by giv-
ing lessons in boxing, fencing, nding,
etc., is a small town. The life he was
leading there, however, grew insupport-
able, and hoping to effect a reconcilia-
tion with his sister he wrote to a friend
in New York if it would be safe to re-
turn. The rerlv he received gave him
hope aud confidence. Pains had been
I know said the Major, “that she i suffer. It would be safest for you to
£ould mve her nght hand to marry B01 ?et all your property out of your hands
Aiavts, but — 'before you attempt such a stroke.”
“ How shall I work it? ”
“ Oh, it is easy enough ; makeover all
vour real estate to some friend, for the
time being ; then, it you fiul, you will at
least have lost nothing.” i
The Mdjor, too ignorant of law to
know whether this was sound or not, but
placing implicit confidence in Maxwell,
made over every cent he possessed to
that gentleman ; and expressed himself,
}n the presence of several witnesses, as
greatly opposed to the matoh his sister
was about to make — asserting that he
would either prevent it or keep her out
of her share of the estate.
'* But she wouldn’t give $30,000.”
“No; she’s fond of him— very fond
of him— but she has sense with it ; and,
•what is worse, thinks that she will only
liave to wait a couple of years to see me
turn my toe* up; then she’ll many
•whom she likes, and have the whole pile
to herself. Can’t get ahead of these
women. There isn’t any such thing in
the b>ok.f $ a H f il/ { f
" Notunlcts yop oome to life after she
marries, and object to her choice.” •
“By Jove 1 Amos, I believe you hit
it Can’t I fix that?”
“ What do you mean ? ”
taken to hush the duel up, and a rumor,
, had
public to understand that
ingeniously circulated,  given WM
t iblio  ‘ t Davis had
accidentally shot himself while out gun-
ning.
One week from tho date of the letter
that bore this welcome intelligence the
Major entered a restaurant in New York,
where he had just arrived, and, taking a
seat in one of the boxes, ordered break-
fast. He was wom travel and changed
by his year’s experiences. His hair had
fallen away from the top of his head,
and was thickly sprinkled with white, os
were also his whiskers and mustache.
A deep cicatrice across his left cheek
and nose — the effect of a wound acci-
dentally given by one of his fencing
pupils with a broxen foil — made his ex
presaion more sinister than ever, and his
attire, though still preserving something
the















FOB SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
HOSMEfe
6|ffrRS
Malaria la an Unseen,
Pelson,
Vaporous
Spreading dlaeoae and death In re any local itiea, for wUd|
which Heat-tier's Stomach Bitten U not onhr a thorough
remedy, hut n reliable preventive. To this fact there te
an overwhelming array of testimony, extending over a
period of thirty ye.in. All il aorden of the liver, sto»>
ach and bowel* are also conquered by the Bitters.
fW~ For sale by all Druggista and Dealen generally.
country with ye heathen worshipp of
these people. Mach spoil can be made
by selling ye whole lot to Barbatloes,
where slaves fetch good prices iu rumme
and sugar, and wo shall not ouly do ye
Lord great service by punishing ye
wicked, but shall make gayue for his
ministers and people.
“ Yours, in ye bowels cf Christ,
“Cotton Mather.”
The Lord was so unmindful of the
good of his chosen people that ho al-
lowed William Penn to escqpo good
Master Huxlett, and “ His ministers and
people” were left to mourn the loss of
their “rumme and sugar.”
The Horse and tne Man.
The man has cut away the frog be-
cause he thinks the horse will be in-
jured if the frog touches the ground.
He haa then cut a deep groove at the
base of the frog. This is to give a well-
opened heel, as he is pleased to coll it.
He has scooped away the sole to “ give
it spring.” He has scored a deep notch
in the toe for the shoe. This is evi-
dently a conservative relic of the time
when nails were not used, and the shoe
attached by tliree pointed clips ham-
mered over the edge, one in front and
o;io on either side. Thqn he has im-
proved tho whole of the outer surface of
the hoof. As the Creator has furnished
this part of the hoof with a thin, hard,
polished plate, forming a sort of varnish
which is impervious to wet, the farrier,
as a matter of course, rasps it all away
up to the crown. And as the Creator
has placed around the crown a fringe of
hair, which acts as a thatch to the line
of junction and throws off the rain upon
the water-proof varnish, he cute this
away with his scissors. Lastly, the
Creator having given to the horny hoof
a mottling of soft and partially trans-
lucent brown, gray-blue, yellow, black
and white, never exactly the same in
two hoofs, much less in two horses, the
farrier takes a blacking pot and brush,
polishes up the hoofs until they look
like patentr leather boots, all four exactly
alike, and then contemplates his work
with satisfaction. In his own* Words, he
has “turned out a finished job of it.”
An Autocrat.
The King of Abyssinia cute off the
noses of those who take snuff, and the
lips of those who smoke. The King is
hated more than Theodore was. Cruel
to a degree, he does not, however, take
life. He cute off the feet and hands of
people who offend him. He puts out
their eyes and pours hot tallow into
their ears. You can buy nothing with-
out the King’s order, and no one will
shelter you without his order— in fact,
no more complete despotism could exist.
It cannot last, for the King will go on
from one madness to another.— Cof. Gor-
don in Central Africa.
AMERICAN AND FOREIGN
PATENTS
GEORGE E. LEMON, Att’y at Law,
WASIIIXGTOX, D. C.
References given to actual clienta in nearly ever*
County in the U. 8. Oorreapondsnce invited. Send
sketch or mudel for opinion aa to patentability. No
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HOP BITTEES.




An m Pthumt xn Bin Mmojj.QuAU-
TIM or ALL OTHXB BlTTlM.
THEY CURE
All Dlsetaesof theStomach, BoweU, Blood,
Liver. Kidney*, and Urinary Organ*, her-
VOuineia, Sleeplessness anil especially
Female CotffplalnU. .
81000 IN COLD.
wm be paid for a com they will not enre or
help, or lor
D I C. Is an absolute and imdrtlble care for
Drunk ennaaa. uae ofO-Plam, tobacco and
Biro FOB ClBOVLAB.
MANHATTAN BOOK 00, II W. tttfc 8L, N T. T.O. Box MM.
facts fob the curious.
The weight of an average male adult
is 140 pounds.
Tun average man measures about five
feet three and one-half inches.
The human skeleton consists of more
than 200 distinct bones.
The carcharodon (shark), the fore-
father of the man-eater of to-day, was
from 100 to 150 feet in length. A good-
sized borne and cart could have been
driven into its mouth.
The female spider spins the webs; the
male is a wanderer. In nine cases out
oi U*i the female eats her husband up.
Eleven skeletons have been found in
one madame’s “ back yard/P ' 
Every adult man has 1,400 square feet
of lungs ; or, rather, the mucous mem-
brane lining the air-cells of his lungs, if
spread upon a smooth, plane surface,
would cover an extent of 1,400 s<{<iaro
feet.
Roman gladiators received sometimes
as much as $3,000 per year by the sale
of the mixture of oil and sweat, called
strigamenta, which :was scraped from
their bodies after their contests, i This
mixture was made into pills, which were
sold as a tonic for endowing strength
and prolonging life*
Themistooles could call by their
names the 20,000 citizens of Athens.
Cyrus is reported to have known the
name of every soldier in Ids army. Hor- I
tensius (alter Cicero,, the greatest orator j
of Rome), after sitting a whole day at a
public side, correctly enunciated ‘ from ;
memory all the things sold, their prices
and the names of their purchasers.
There was once a curious saying in |
England, 14 "When once hempe is spun,
England is done,” which became a
prophecy fulfilled when James L as- 1
cended the throne by the death of those ;
sovereigns whose initials spelled the fa- i
tal word, Henry, Edward, Mary, Philip
(Mary’s Spanish husband), Elizabeth.
“England was done,” then, since James |
of Scotland was King.
Writers on natural history descrit>c a
hideous reptile known as the fishing I
frog, which angles for its game ns ex- 1
pertly and with as great success as the
most adioit fly-fisher. Ho is a clumsy, |
awkward swimmer, but nature has com-
pensated him for his unwieldiness by 1
furnishing him with an equivalent for a
rod and line, with bait always ready for
use. Two elongated tentacles spring ;
from his nose, which taper away like
actual fishing rods. To the end of them
is attached by a slender filament, which
serves the purpose of a lino, a bait in the
form of a shiny hit. of membrane. The 1
hooks are set in the mouth of the fisher-
man down below, and in order to induce !
the fish to venture within reach of them 1
the angler stirs up the mud at the bot-
tom with his fins and tail. This attracts i
the fish, and conceals him from their
observation. He then plies his rod ; the
glittering bait glows in the water like a
living insect. The dazed fish are taken
in great numbers, perfectly circumvent-
ed by the trick of the crafty angler.
seven human billiard bolls remained
standing, each trying to pull the islands
of hair growing to the starboard of his
temple to the highest point of his cran-
nium. The bet was won.
A Classic Dranknrd.
If the Providence Journal states the
fact correctly, the barkeeper was about
to close up. He had said so several
times, and had put out all the lights but
one. The old flxturfes had shook the
sawdust from their feet and reluctantly
directed their footsteps homeward
Prejudice Kklln.
“ Eleven yoiirft our danghteraufTerod on a bed
of misery under the euro of several of the best
(and some of the woiat) plivnicians, who gave
her disouHo various names but uo relief, and
now she is restored to us iu good health by oh
simple a remedy as Hop Bitters, that we had
poohed at for two years, before using it We
earneHtly hope and pray that no one else will
lift their sick suffer as we did, on acoouut of
prejudice against so good a medicine as Hop
Bitters."— The VuisnU.— Telegram.
Only a stranger appeared, a dark, sad'
dened man, who sat demurely ou a
stool and kept his thumbs revolving
around each other like white i|ice turn-
ing a wheel.
When the coast was clear he stepped
up to the bar and said softly : “May I
whiannr Srv nr... 9 >*
A Stranger’s Mistake.
A Western merchant, who wanted to i
do some sjght seeing and buy his full
stock at the same time, entered a dry-
goods jobbing-house on Broadway, and I
accosted the first person he met with :
- « • P1
ping clerk, but I am cutting my cards
for a partnership next year by organiz-
ing noon pr^er-ifleetings in the base-
ment.”
The stranger passes on to a very im-
portant personaje with a diamond pin,
and ashed :
“ Are vou the head of the house ?”
“ Well, no ; I can't say I am at pres-
ent, but I’ve hopes of a partnership in
January. I’m only one of the travelers (
just now, but 1 am laying for a $2,000 |
pew in an up-town church, and that will j
mean a quarter interest here in less than
six months.”
The next man had his feet up, his hat
back, ancl a 20-cent cigar in his mouth,
and ho looked so solid that the stranger
said :
“ Yon must run this establishment ?”
“ Me ? Weil, I may run it very soon.
At present I am the bookkeeper, but I
am expecting to go into a church choir
with the old man’s darling, and become
an equal partner here.”
The stranger was determined not to
make another mistake. He walked around
until he found a man with his coat off
and busy with a cose of goods, and he
said to him:
“The porters are kept pretty busv in
here, I see?”
“ Yes,” was the brief reply.
“But I suppose you are planning to
invest in a gospel hymn-book and sing
the old man out of an eighth interest,
aren’t you?”
“Well, no, not exactly,” was thequiet
reply; “ I’m theold man himself.”
And all the stranger said, after a long
minute spent in looking the merchant
over, was :
“ Well, dnrn my buttons 1”
The Smith Family.
Ever since John Smith left old En-
gland and went' to roaming about Vir-
ginia with an Indian tied on one arm, as
a shietyl to catch the arrows fired at him
by Jfyyr-hat-on and a lot of red scalla-
wags without a hat on, the Smiths have
been a wandering race. They have been
prolific as well as nomadic, and big and
little Smiths are scattered up and down
this vale of tears as thick as bowlders on a
New England farn?. On a certain occa-
sion two wags made1 a bet that there were
and were not twenty-five Smiths in Hay-
market • Theater, London, one night
when Garrick was playing there and the
house was crowded. They went to the
theater, and one of them jumping upon
a seat hurriedly inquired if Mr. Smith
was present. Fifty-one gentlemen arose*
“ The Mr. Smith I wish to see is bald- 1
headed,” shouted the joker. Twenty- '
whisper a word in yota ear?
"“You may, mister, rt von will be
quick about it, ’’ replied the drink-maker,
with his hand on the lamp-screw.
“I wrfnt you to fill me a flask of your
best whisky for fanfoly sickness, ’’‘said
the stranger, drawing out an ancient
wallet, with twenty fathoms of leather
string wound wound it,— a well-worn
wallet that looked as if all the waves
and billows of bad luck had beat upon
it, and gone over it and through it, and
flattened it and washed it out clean.
The barman filled him up a pint,
shoved down the cork until it squeaked,
wiped the bottle dry and sat it upon the
counter.
“The autumnal air is getting a trifle
tartish,” soliloquized the stranger.
“Would you have any objection to my
taking a little liver padder from my bot-
He filled the tumbler quite full, took
it ns he did paregoric in the days of his
infancy, and then remarked :
“Perhaps, on the whole, ns the night
has far waned, and my family are on
their spiral springs and in their trundles,
you had better put my bottle away on
the upper shelf, and when Phcobus
Apollo begins to canter his golden
prancors along the avenues of the pur-
pling east, I will call for it, and you
may then assess me the appropriate
amount of ducats.”
The barkeeper sprang over the bar
and began to kick him.
“ What !” he said nweetly, “you kick
me after I have drank ? Don’t you know
better than that? Kick me with both
feet— I cannot feel you even then. Be-
fore I took that glass, if you had but
shook your fist at me you would have
wounded me— hurt me ; but now I scorn
the physical punishment. Good night,” •
he said, as he stood on the doorstep. “I
see by the shadow on the sidewalk that
you have kicked me again. You should
remember, my irascible publican, what
tlio dear old poet said : 1 Fate cannot
harm me now, I have dined to-day.’
So say L I have drunk to-night. Good-
night, taverner ! How much the spark-
ling firmament looks like a far-off city,
lit up for a festal night ! Ff re well ! I
shall see you later. ”
Haunted ITIc.
A workingman Buys : “ Debt, poverty and
suffering haunted mo for years, 'canned by a
nick family and large bills for doctoring, which
did no good. I was completely discouraged,
until one year ago, by the advice of my nastor,
I procured Hop Bitters and commencea their
use, and in one mouth we were all well, and I
want to say to all poor men, you can keep your
families well a year with Hop Bitters for less
than one doctor’s visit will cost." — Christian
Adcocate.
Carelessness of lady Shoppers.
In a Dundas street dry-goods store
three ladies were purchasing goods side
by side. One of them hung her um-
brella by the handle on the edge of the
counter and went to another part of the
establishment. One of those who still
remained laid her purse on the counter,
and while malting her purchases it was
accidentally shoved into the folds of the
upturned umbrella. When the clerk
tore off' his check and the lady reached
for her pocket-book it was gone. She
had just laid it upon the counter, and,
of course, the lady who stood beside her
must have taken it Nothing could bo
clearer. In the excitement which fol-
lowed the first-mentioned lady took pos-
session of her umbrella and walked eut
of the store, totally ignorant of what was
within it A policeman was called, and,
amid much indignation and grief ou one
side and blustering on the other, the in-
nocent woman was conducted up stairs
and searched. Of course the purse was
uot found and she was allowed to go.
Now for the sensational part of the
story. The umbrella was taken over to
a hotel, thrown into a buggy, taken
home and laid away. A few days later
the house was burned down, but the
umbrella, among other things, was
saved. A few weeks passed, and then
one day it was hoisted and out fell the
missing purse. The lady remembered
the incident in the store, and on her
next visit to the city brought back the
money and had ft restored to the owner.
In the period which intervened the
woman who had been wrongfully ac-
cused had visited the store daily for the
purpose of ascertaining whether any-
thing had turned up to prove her inno-
cence. The story is vouched for on the
best of authority, and it is literally true.
— London (Canada) Free. Press.
Thousands of women have been restored to
perf«ct health by the use of Lydia E. Pink-
ham’s Vegetable Compound.
“ Be jabers,” said Patrick O’Rafferty,
as he was reading about a case of sui-
cide, “be jabers, if iver I take me own
life it will be wid chloroform.”
“Niver do the loike of that, Pat,”
said Mrs. O’Roflcrty, “for yer inimiea
wid bring it up agin ye aftherward as
long as ye live. ”
“I know all that, but little I care.
It's the bist wav to do ; fur yo see ye
jist doze off, anti ye d*a’t aycn know ye
are dead till ye wake up and rode it in
the papers.”
“That’s true, ’’said Mrs. O’Rafferty,
solemnly, and the subject was dropped.
Warner’s Safe Kidney and Liver Core.
$66
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AN ELEGANT SILK HANDKERCHIEF,
From Warren’*, Three Oak*, Mich., by mail 75c. worth $1.
TMThTUI? Proffte-AgenU wanted
JjJ.V/i* Jji X everywhere to »oll a patent article
oaed in every boose. Send 2&c for aampie and miorma-
tion. J. J. KING, No. 8 Seoond 8k. Baltimore, Md.
^ WELL AUGER
Weare the oldeat and Urgeat firm in America. Address
United Stile* Manufacturing Company, Chicago, 111.
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The Discipline of Drudgery.
A “liberal education” is a capital
thing, and the thousands of young men
who are now honored with the title of
A B. are to be congratulated upon the
good fortune that has permitted them to
acquire the mental discipline resulting
from a four years’ course of academic
study. . But these young men must not
make the mistake of supposing that this
disci; line is an all-sufficient preparation
for the higher callings of life. That is,
the young men who puijioso to enter
any of the branches of professional life,
for instaace, must not imagine that the
fact of their having a college education
will permit them to leap to the top rung
of the ladder at once. The discipline
they have is valuable, but chiefly so as
the basis for the acquirement of practical
knowledge, without which success is im-
possible. By practical knowledge we
mean acquaintance with the minutire or
little details that go to make up all oc-
cupations. Such knowledge a college
education cannot give and is not intended
to give. It is only to be acquired by
patient application. The discipline of
the college curriculum must be supple-
mented by another kind of discipline,
namely, the discipline of drudgery. No
one, however largely endowed with
mental power, can lie exempted from the
necessity of acquiring this discipline.
It is far more essential to success than
the discipline furnished by a college
course.— Haven Palladium.
When yon aro nil played out bo careful what
you eat, but take Kidney- Wort
The oldest specimens of timber in
the world are supposed to be the dowel
pins contained in the ancient temples of
Egypt. These dowel pins are incorpor-
ated with the stone work, which is
known to be not less than 4,000 years
old, and are believed to have been made
from the tamaresk or shittim wood of
ancient Egypt— a tree now sometimes
found in the Nile Valley.
Fllea and ffloMjuilors.
15c. box “Rough on Rata" keeps a house free
from flies, bed-bugs, roaches, rats, mice, eta
Db. Winchell’b Teething Syrup has never
faded to give immediate relief when used in
cases of Summer Complaint, Cholcra-infnutum,
or pains in the stomach. Mothers, when your
little darlings are suffering from these or kin-
dred causes, do not hesitate to give it a trial.
You will surely be pleased with the charming
effect Be sure to buy Dr. Wincbell’s Teething
Syrup. Sold by all druggists. Only 25 cents
per bottle.^ _
Indigestion, dyspepsia nervous prostration
and all forms of general dobilitv relieved b*
taking Mensman’s Peptonized Beef Tonic, the
only preparation of beef containing its entire
nutritious properties. It contains blood-mak-
ing, force-generating and life-sustaining prop-
erties; is invaluable in all enfeebled conditions
whether the result of exhaustion, nervous pros^
tration. overwork or acute disease, particularly
if resulting from pulmonary camplainta. Cas-
well, Hazard A Co., proprietors, New York.
Fon Headache, Constipation, Liver Complaint
and all bilious derangements of the blood, there
is no remedy as sure and safe as Eilert's Day-
light Liver Pilla They stand unrivalled in re-
moving bile, toning tho stomach and in giving
healthy action to the liver. Sold by all druggists.
The market is flooded with worthless nud vile
compounds for tho rejuvination of the hair, but
Carboline, the great petroleum hair renower
and dressing, as now improved and perfected,
still takes the front rank as the best prepara-
tion ever offered to the public.
For Rheumatism, Sprains and Bruises, use
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Roue Liniment, sold by
all druggists. ' } '
The Fnzer Grease is much more durable
than any other, and perfectly harmless to the
wood and iron with which it comes in contact.
HENRY** CAR UO L1C HALVE
Ib the BEST HALVE for CuM, Bniisns, Sores, Ulcera,
Salt Rheum, Tetter, Chapped Hand*, Chilblain*. Corn*,
and all kind* of Skin Eruption*, Fmcklea and Pimple*.
Get HENRY’S CARBOLIC HALVE, aa all other* are
counterfeit*. Price, ̂  cent*.
DU. flKEE.V* OXYGENATED BITTER*
Ii the Ikw'. remedy for Dyspepula, Rlllnu«ne»B. Malirta.
In'll^eition, and Disuueiof the BW, Kidneyt., Liver,
Skin,* to. I * J
DURNO’S CATARRH SNUFF cmkeTiu affection, of
the rnucoaa membrane, of the head and throat.




A psreunent practical road vahtele,
with which a penon can ride thra.
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Hand A cent itamp for Hpaga cata-
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Infarior edition*. Bae that the copy yim bey contain* IMB
fin* engraving* on ateal and wood. ThUri* th» only I
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3Pox* Olxlllai and JPotror !
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CMMd hj Malarial Faleonlng af the Blaod. WARRANTED OURS.
I>lrioo> 6 1.00. r*r Mto by iD Brafg1rt&
Cyclopedia War.
Th* great Library of FnlverMl Knowledge
now completed, Ursa-type edition, neariy 40,000 toploe In
every department of human knowledge.abontlOpercent. 1
luger than Chamber*’ KncyclopedU, 10 per cant, large*
than Appleton *. SO per cent. larger than Johnson’*, at n 
mere fraction of their coat. Fifteen Urge Octavo VoLST: MiftA iSX.
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[piles, CONSTIPATION, URINARY I
DISEASES, FEUAI.K WEAKNESSES,
AND NERVOUS DISORDERS,
by coating fret action qf then organs <mrf|
reitoring their power to throto qff dlteau.
' Why anffer Billon* pains and schesl
Why tormented with Piles, Constlpstloa!
Why frightened over dliordered Kidneys!
Why endure nervoas or sick hesdnchssl
Vte KIDNEY-WORTomf rejoice In health.
ItUputopIn Dry Vegetable Form, In tin
cans one package of which makes ilx quart* of
medicine. Alio in Liquid Farm, very Cooean-
trated, for those that cannot readily prepare It.
PTIt act* with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST. PRICE, fl.OS
WELLS, KICUAIIDSON A Co., Prop’s,
I (Will send the dry poit-pald.) BmHOTOS, VT. I
•ad dl external diseases, and every hurt or aoddent
Forgeasral use in family, atable and stock yard itb
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Lipplnsott'i Xftgul&e.
The September number of Lippincott’s
Magazine it designed for hot weather
reading, the contenti being wholly of h
light and lively character, and sketches
of seaside and country life predominating.
Miss Kingsley concludes her description
of the Cumberland Border with a pleasant
account of a visit to Naworth Castle, the
seat of the Howards. 8ylt, a quaint and
primitive watering-place of North Ger-
many, is described in one article, and Old
Nantucket in another, while a third, en-
titled “An Afternoon in West Jaalara,”
gives n striking and faithful picture of
rural New England. Maurice Thompson,
writes attractively of the “Haunts of the
Grayling,” and Edward C. Bruce dis-
cusses “A Dish of Vegetables ” “Animal
Secretiveness" is the subject of a delight-
ful chapter of Dr. Oswald’s “Zoological
Curiosities.” A new serial, “The Val-
cours,” by Sherwood Bonner, is begun in
this number, and premises to l»e strong in
Interest as well as sparkling in style.
There are several short stories— “Frant,”
“A Pretty Kettle of Fish,” by Mrs.
Champuey, and “The Dress Maker at
Green Harbor,” with the usual variety of
short papers and poems.
A Cure for Smill-Pox.
A Paris physician says: “1 herewith
append a recipe which has been used to
my knowledge in hundreds of cascs. Ii
will prevent or cure the small pox though
the pittings are filling. When Jeuner dis-
covered cow pox in England, the woild of
science hurled an avalanche of lame upon
his head, hut when ihe most scientific
school of medicine in ihe woild— that of
Paris— published lids recipe as a panacea
for small pox, it passed unheeded. It is
as unfailing ns fate, and conqu-rs in every
instance. It is harmless when taken by a
well person. It will also cure scarlet
fever. Here is the recipe as I have u^ed
it, and cured my children of scarlet fever;
here it is as I have used il to cure Ihe
small-pox; when learned physicians said
(he patient must die, it cured. Sulphate
ol Zinc, one grain; foxglove (digitalis),
one grain; half a teaspnonful of sugar;
mix with two tablespoon! u Is of wi tor.
When thoroughly mixed, add four ounces
of water. Take a spoonful every hour,
Either disease will disappear in twelve
hours. For a child, smaller doses, accord
ing to age. If counties would compel
their physicians to use this there would be
no need of pest-houses. If you value ad





OT Ho other llnd runs Three Through Paa-
aenger Trains Dally between Chicago, Des
Moines, Council Bluffs, Omaha. Lincoln. 8t
Joseph, Atchison, Topeka and Kansas City.
Direct connections for all points In Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado. Wyoming. Montana, Ne-
vada, New Mexico. Arizona, Idaho, Oregon and
California. . ,
The Shortest, Speediest and Most Comforta-
ble Route via Hannibal to Fort Scott. Denison,
Dallas, Houston, Austin. San Antonio, Galvea-
ton and all points In Texas.
Sleeping Cars, run only on this Line. C., B. ft
O. Palace Drawing-Room Cars, with Horton 8
Reclining Chairs. No extra charge for Seats
In Reclining Chairs. The famous C.. R. ft Q.
Palace Dlnlmr Cars. Gorgeous Smoking Cara
fitted with Elegant High-Backed Rattan Re-
volving Chairs for the exclusive use of first-
class passengers. . „ ,
Steel Track and Superior Equipment, com-
bined with their Great Through Car Arrange-
ment, makes this, above all others, the favorite
Route to the South, South-West, and the Far
West
Try it, and you will find traveling a luxury
Instead of a discomfort. 4 . T,
Through Tickets via this Celebrated Line
for sale at all ofl^cs In the United States and
All Information about Rates of Fare. Sleep-
ing Car Accommodations, Time Tables, ftc.,
will be cheerfully given, and will send to
any address an elegant County Map oi united
States, in colors, by applying to.
"" PFPCFV/L fOWRT.L.
General Fsraerrer a pent, Chlraeo.. T. .T. POTTFR,
General Manager. Chicago.
The X'Jormick Reaper.
We learn by sped il cable message that
the greatest reaper l rial of the season, at
wliirh over thirty leading machines com-
peted, among them McCormick, Samuel-
gon, Johnson, Waller A. Wood, etc., lias
resulted in a complete victory for the
former.
The message announces that Ihe first
prize, the society's gold medal, wai
awarded to C. H. McCormick, of Chicago,
for the l lest sheaf-hlnding harvester. To
Samuelson and Johnson were silver medals
awarded. Tins contest has been looked
forward to with unusual interest by reaper
manufacturers on both sides of the At
Untie, and ihe great number of entries in
such a contest shows what great value was
placed in (lie society's award.
The McCormick competing machine
was shipped over fo England on I lie
steamer Britannic, which our readers will
remember sunk off the Irish roast. On
learning of this disaster McCormick pre-
pared another machine, but could not get
it to Its destination in time, and so Ihe
first machine was hurriedly recovered
from the wrecked Britannic, after having
been under water for a week or more, and
notwithstanding its wretched condition
with rust from the action of the sea, dt
was oiled up and put into the contest. It
was with hia machine in thia condition
that McCormick outdistanced the oppnsl
lion and walked away with the gold
medal.— (7 A/. Timet.
OHiOSUNTG- OTJT
SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS
Some of those goods will be sold at Cost, such as
Ladies’ & Bents’ Buckled & Buttoned Shoes
Boys’ and Young Men’s SPUDTS SUITS of CLOTHING
Will’also be closed out to make room for a large new stock, very cheap.
NOW IS THE TIME FOR BARGAINS.
Also, Straw Hats of every description will be closed out at cost.
A few thousand feet of lumber, such as fencing, etc., can also be had; also Latl^
Shingles, Lime, etc., at reasonable prices.
atx KINDS OF FRUIT BASKETS CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
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Pullman Palae* Car* are run 1 y
thl» Company from CHICAGO V
I COUNCIL B l UPF8. TOPEKA an
KANSAS CITY, forming Iln • win
but one change of cam u> DE WE!
and PUEBLO. Dining Car* are at-
tached to all through train*, In whlci
meal* can be obtained at the rvaaon
I able price of hen uly-flrt- rent*.
For ratea, further information,
and elecant Map nf Untied
State* free, address,
| OEff. PA88 RA0T.. C B Aft-R.R.
Chicago, III.
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The Gettysburg Battle-field association
has now obtained possession of the grove
where Gen. Reynolds fell, Little Round
Top, the north slope of Round Top, the
park opposite the National cemetery,
McKniglit'a and Culp’s hills, making in all
about 120 acres, and comprising the
points of greatest interest on the scene of
the great battle. It has been decided by
the association to open an avenue near
what was the line of Hays’ division or the
Second corps, past the spot where Long-
•treel’s famous assault was repulsed;
thence following the rear of the line of
Gibbons' division and Staonard’s Vermont
brigade, passing the spot where Hancock
was wounded on the third day. A. graded
path has just been finished to the summit
of Round Top proper, where the associa-
tion has built an observatory from which
a commanding view of the whole field





HavlDg purchased ihe Interest formerly owned
hv Mr. IH. Srery.nnd htivlnc leased my Hotel. I
will devo'e my entlre.aitcntion to ihe Grocery Bus-
iness. and therefore respectfully call the attention
of the citizens of Holland to my new buciness.
The store 1* on the
Cor. Eighth and Fish St.
I will endeavor to keep on hand a complete snp-
ply. and fill all orders promptly to the best of my
ability.
Give us a trial before
you judge us.
Hardware, Hails, Glass,
r. R. K. is just the man for you.
TINWARE,
f. R. K. Pans out big for you.
SASH AND DOORS,
f. R. K. wants every one of you.
Faints and Oils,
J. R. K. wants a brush with you.
PUMPS AND FITTINGS,
J. R. K. has struck hard for you.
STOVES,
J. R, K. is watching for you.
Close Cash Buyers,
J. R. K. is the man for you.
Wc want to remind you of it to day, do not wait,
prices are n* low as the lowest and am not be ap-
preciated till you ace the j-oods.
J. R. KLEIN,
NO. 56 EIGHTH STREET,
Holland, Michigan.
18-tf
fi mm J  J w. IL JOS LIN, K V. UtMT.
Dont7°£ore8tlt JOSLIN & BEST,
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8lh Stiiekt, HOLLAND, MICH.
-A-lTD DEALERS IN'
Clocks, Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war-
ranted.
We Invite all our old Colony friend*, who happen
to vielt Grand Rapid*, and all our old and new
friend* In and tuound the ciiy of Grand Rapid*, to
cal! at our new place of bu*lne**, and examine
oitr *tock. We ehall be happy to see them at au>
time.
No. 132 MONROE ST.
Near the Cor. of South Division St.,
Qrand Rapids, Mich.
Grand Rapids, Dec. 1, 1880. 43-ly
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.
A Complete a**ortment of Children's and Infanta*
shoes for fall and winter, and s lull lino of
Ladlea’ and Geullemcn’a Wear,
-:o:-
Clocks which have been Fold for |4. are
now for side at $3. The entire slock on
hand will be sold at that rale. Plated
ware, Spectacles, elc.. etc., will be sold at
cost for the next 60 days.
July 6ib. 1881. 22-tf
JA8. RYDER.
Holland, April 13. 1881. 10-tf
JUST RECEIVED




At the store of
G. VAN PUHEN& SONS.
TEAMING
AND DRAYING.
E. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Having on hand a large number of wngon* and
horse*, he i« enabled to serve hi* tte'omcrs or
straiurer*. at the shortest possible nonce, and at
the most reasonable rate*.
Heavy or Light Braying
at any lime both
EARLY AND LATE.
Hard nrt Soft Stove wood for sale, for summer
or winter use. Inquire of
ED. J. HARRINGTON, Jr.
Hoixand. June 25. 1881. ' SO-Fm
Thk cotton -mill campaign goes on
vigorously In North Carolina. Capitalists
are forming new companies daily for the
construction of mill*, and the fever in-
creaiftfl.
GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.









of Self Abuse: a* t , _
RIVMI TAj^^eraarESS!-^1
tude. Pain In the Back, Dlrane*s of Vlalon, Pre-
mature Old Age. and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or Consumption and a Prema-
Urc Grave.
£r”Pu1l particulars In our pamphlet, which We
desire to send free by mall to every one. The
Specific Medicine Is sold by all drngi 1st at |1 per
package, or six packages for t5.or will be sent
free by msll on receipt of Ihe money, by ad-: l
THK GRAY MEDICINE CO.
No. 106 Ma>n Street. Buffalo. N. Y.
For Sale In Holland by Ileber Walsh. M-ly
dressing
The finest line of NECKTIES
broupht to Holland.
ever
CALL AND SEE US.
E. BEHOLD.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.
NERVINE
T>yI T Q Liver, iistoring lost vigor.
* AIjIaO. and curing nervous debility.
$1 rp f box. or 0 for $5; sent sealed by mail. La-
di s’ Rubber Fountain Syringe, ti. by m a: I. sealed;
A o all kind* Rubber Good* tor Ladles and Uende
men, a book on Lo*t Manhood Regained, cause
and enre. lix. to pay postage. Dr. JAMEH.fiW








From the finest 8Uk to the cheapest.
Embroidery. Laces, Yarns,
hosiery, etc.
Also a Full Line of
Fresh Groceries‘ ALWAYS ON HAND.
G. Van Putten to Sons.
Hollahd, M arch IBth, 1881 .
FHCEasrix
Planing Mill
In rebuilding our new shop we have purchased
entirely new
Machinery of the mod Approved Pattern*,





VfK HAVK A 8TRAM
DETZ" KILZfcT
AND THK
DRYING OF LUMBER WE SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line manufactured on short
n°US:i, WERKMAN ft VAN ARK.
Is a compound of the virtues of sarsaparil-
la, atillingia. mandrake, yellow dock, with
the iodide of potash and iron, all powerful
blood-making, blood-cleansing, and life-sus-
taining elements. It is the purest, safest,
and most effectual alterative medicine
known or available to the public. The sci-
ences of medicine and chemistry have never
produced so valuable a remedy, nor one so
potent to cure all diseases resulting from
Impure blood. It cures Scrofula and
all scrofulous diseases. Erysipelas,
Rose, or St Anthony’s Fire, Pimples
and Face-grubs, Pustules, Blotches,





Ulcers, Sor s, -- --- - --- --
Disease, Neuralgia, Female Weak-
uesses and Irregularities, Jaundice,
Affections of the Liver, DysPSpri*’
Emaciation, and General Debility.
By its searching and cleansing qualities
it purges out the foul corruptions winch
contaminate the blood and cause derange-
ment and decay. It stimulates and enlivens
the vital functions, promotes energy and
strength, restores amt preserves health, q-na .
infuses new life and vigor throughout Wte
whole system. No sufferer from any dis-
ease which arises from impurity of the
blood need despair who will give Ayers
Sarsapakilla a fair trial.
It is folly to experiment with the numer-
ous low-priced mixtures, of cheap materials,
anil without medicinal virtues, offered as
blood-purifiers, while disease becomes more
firmly seated. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is s
medicine of such concentrated curame
power, that it is by far the best, cheapest,
and most reliable blood-purifier known.
Physicians know its composition, and pre-
scribe it. It has l>een widely forfortv
years, and has won the unqualified confi-
deuce of millions whom it has beneBtea.
Prepared by Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.#
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowsll, Mats.
SOLD BY ALL DBUOfllSTS EVKRYWHEBB.
$2
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